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ON THE WATCH-TOWER 

IT may, perhaps, be expected by some of our readers that the 
January number of this REVIEW should contain some editorial 

remarks on that most obscure and puzzling of 
",End and Begin- subjects-the "end of the cycle" and the 
mng are Dreams " · 

dawn of the new century; the editor-in-charge, 
however, must beg to be excused from venturing on so dangerous 
an undertaking, as he has neither the knowledge nor the nature 
to fit him for such a task. So far portents and prophecy form no 
part of his very limited acquaintance with the cosmos, and he is, 
above all things, profoundly convinced of the truth of the old 
saying that it is rash to prophesy unless you know. Moreover, 
as far as one can judge from a critical study of prognostications 
in the past, the record of the art is anything but reputable, and 
it may safely be asserted that no particular good can come to 
any man by the attempt to pry into futurity. 

This, however, is not the opinion of the majority of man
kind, and to nothing is the human mind more given than 
curiosity as to the future. Many and portentous are the pro
ph ecies in circulati<;m at the present time. We have before us 
two columns of The I ndian Mirror of November 12th, evidently 
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penned by a member of our Society, and crammed with the most 
alarming forebodings ; we are asked to believe tha t a veritable 
inf erno is being brew ed for us by the " He avenly Watchers," and 
we may think ourselves lucky if we retain any vehicle of con
sciousness out of the general wreck wherein to paddle about in 
space. However, fortunately, the " end is not yet ," and the 
remnants · are to have a good time, and, among other th ings, 
"dominate the air "-presumably because ther e will be no parti
cular quantity of earth to domin ate . 

* * * 
Tms is but one sample out of hundreds , in fact all our proph ets 
and prophetesses, high and low, are very sure th at the future is 

to be a tim e of gr eat acceleration of the 
Right Activity general pace. We sincerely hope this acceler-

ation will be inward and not outward, for at 
present it is just this outer pace that is killin g the west ern 
world. Feverish activ ity is almost always the sign of an unqu iet 
mind, an d this is true in every department of endeavour. We 
sincer ely tru st, th erefor e, that in the Society the peri od of 
activity of thi s kind bas passed with the "o ld cycle," and that 
with th e new our activity will be more with in, deeper and 
quieter, keeping better t ime with th e ste ady eterna l swing of 
which all cycles are the humble servitors . 

vVhatever betide, it is very certain that anxiety will not 
impro ve matters, and that an equal mind is the best armour 
wherewith to face the future. 

* * * 
\ iVHATEVER astrol ogers, diviners an d prognost icators may believe 
about th e pr esent crisi s in the health of the Great Patient, the 

Our Good 
Opportunity 

actual state of affairs in our beloved Society 
can give no cause for alarm . We have now 
every opportunity of making a harbour of 

refuge for tho se storm -tossed souls who may seek asy lum with 
us, an d we shall certain ly fail grievously in our duty if e do 
not now more than ever strive to be someth _ing better than we 
have been. Especi ally ha ve the members in London a good 
opportunity, fo1· the new headquarter s of the European Sect ion 
offer many advantages. 
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SITUATED at No. 28, Albemarle Street, just opposite the Royal 
Institution, they are in the most central and accessible position 

that could possibly be chosen. There is suffi-
Th e New cient space for all purpo;:;es: offices, reception 

Headquarter s -
rooms, library, reading and (pace one of our 

most esteemed contributors) smoking rooms. The lecture room 
lias about the same seating capacity as the old hall at No. rg , 
Avenue Road, and will be devoted entirely to lecture s, receptions 
and classes, of which a goodly number is already on th e pro 
gramme. We have thus every outer conveni ence for a new 
period of steady work, and above all thing s increased opportunity 
for that study and practice which alone can increase our use
fulness. 

* * * 
IT may perhaps be a surprise to some of our readers who are 
strongly opposed to vivisection to find one of their blackest of 

Worse than 
Vivisection 

betes noires most industriously fighting the 
battle against alcohol. Man is indeed a 
strange mixture, and the criterion of his judg· 

ment must escape the keenest sight even of the wisest . The 

Times for December 9th reports the substance of an address 
given by Mr. Victor Horsley on "The Physiological Aspect of 
the Temperance Question," at a meeting of the Royal Courts ·of 
Justice Temperance Society: 

Mr. Victor Horsley, in the course of bis lecture, said that thou gh he was 
a raoid teetotaler he had often heard statements on temperance platform s 
as to effects of alcohol which he could not endor se. But quite recently h 
had been definitely ascertained that even in small doses the effect· of alcohol 
was physiologically maleficent. Alcohol injuriously affected the nervou s 
system, diminished the oxidation which was necessary to the protoplasm of 
the brain, and produced a certain amount of degeneration of the tissues 
even in healthy persons . As to the use of alcohol in disease, about fifty 
years ago every patient undergoing an operation or suffering from pneu. 
monia or typhoid fever was largely trea ted with alcohol. But nowada ys 
the practice of any general hospital was very different. The expenditure on 
alcohol had been largely replaced by expenditnre on milk. In surgery this 
reform was largely due to the antiseptic system introduced by Lord Lister . 
'The dosing of a patient with alcohol before an operation and during the re
covery from it was now no longer necessary; and in this connection the 
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enormous amount of pain as well as of life which had been saved by Lord 
Lister's system should be remembered. As to the remedy for intemper
ance, he thought it most important to establish the principle that the moral 
responsibility for drunkenness rested primarily on the man who sold ra ther 
than on the man who bought the drink. In answer to a question Mr. 
Horsley said th at, in cases of faintness, alcohol was often the worst tr eat. 
ment that could be administered. 

The Manchester Guardian of Decerhber 1st contains the report of 
a most extraord inary address on "Christianity and Buddhism," 

delivered by Bishop Moorhouse in Manches ter 
Blio d Lea_ders of Cathedral. After an hour of the most un

the Blmd 
sympathetic criticism of Buddhism, and every 

endeavour to make the worst of it-the result being, of course , a 
perfect tra vesty of what the Buddha really taught-the revere nd 
Prelate ended up with the following peroration : 

And now, my brethren, let me ask you which of these two syst em s of 
belief satisfies best the deep cravings and certain intuitions of the humap. 
soul; which promises to us in this life the most assured victory over selfish
ness, the loftiest joys and hopes, the most perfect purity and holiness, the 
surest satisfaction of our best desires ? Which, again, provides us with the 
largest satisfaction of our ordinary life, with its sorrows, toil, and disappoint
ments ; which, above all, can best purify an d elevate man as man, and give 
to every member of the human race a hope full of immortality? The gospel 
of Christ is for every man in every age, in every state of life; the teach ing 
of Buddha is only for the monk toiling to lose every human thought, emo
tion, and purpose in mental emptiness. The one teaches us to find eternal 

life in the knowledge of God, the other in the knowledge of nothing. The 
one teaches us to rejoice in a love which unites us with our Maker and our 
neighbour; the other denounces all love as the source of sorrow. The one 
bids us to look forward to eternal communion with a Heavenly Father; the 
other holds out to us as the best hope of the future an existence, if we have 
any existence, destitut e not only of love and joy but even of consciousness. 
Can any man, then, hesitate in his choice between these two ? Can any 
man believe in the Buddha who has once known the Christ ? If not, then 
let us, like honest and reasonable men, take our faith as the spring and in· 
spiration of our efforts, and never rest satisfied until by the faithful and 
world-wide preaching of the Gospel we have delivered the innumerable 
millions of our race who are imprisoned in the bondage of a crippling if most 
noble error into the glorious liberty of the sons of God, 

To contrast thus unsympathetically religions with one a:n-
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other is to do violence to our common humanity; and we say 
this not because we would champion Buddhism against Christism 
and so take a leaf out of Dr. _Moorhouse's book, but because we 
love equally the Good Law of the Illumined and the Glad 
Tidings of the Anointed One. How blind is fanaticism! Now 
supposing, supposing, we say, there were some grain of truth in 
the following paragraph, taken from the article in The Indian 
Mirror, to which we have already referred: 

When Gautama, the Buddha, attained Nirv~qa, he designated his 
favourite disciple Maitreya, to co_ntinue the Buddhahood. Nineteen 
hundred years ago, Maitreya incarnated as the Christ in Judrea; and as he 
incarnates again as Avat.ir in the twentieth century, Christians are not so 
far wrong in expecting the second advent. 

Supposing, we say again, there were some grain of truth in 
this linking of the real "Golden ' Chain," will "He who comes" 
when next He is made known, say unto such offenders against 
our common Fatherhood as the preacher in Manchester Cathe
dral : " Well done, thou good and faithful servant " ? 

* *. 
A SCIENTIFIC reader sends us the following : 

Some time ago there appeared in this REVIEW the descrip
tion of a clairvoyant investigation of atoms 

The Size of a and molecules of some of the chemical ele-
Molecule 

ments. It was pointed out that astral facul-
ties enable the clairvoyant, not only to see the ether elements of 
which the ultimate atom is composed, but also to handle such 
an atom and to " steady" its spinning motion. Some idea of 

·how far such seeings and doings are beyond the power of the 
faculties of beings in ordinary physical life may be obtained by 
trying to realise the size of these atoms and molecules. How 
small they are was put in a new and striking way by Prof. 
Hele-Shaw, F.R.S., in a recent lecture, before the Royal Institu
tion, on the motion of a perfect fluid. I take a tumbler contain
ing half a pint of water. Suppose that by means of a fine hole 
I allow one and a half billion particles to flow out per second, 
that is to say an exodus equal in number to about a thousand 
times the population of the world in each second, the time re
quired to empty the glass would be between seven and forty
seven million years. 
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Thi s is not a new determination of the size or molecules, 
but merely a new way of puttin g Lord Kelvin's and the lat e 
Prof. Clerk 1v1axwell's conclusions. Lord Kelvin ·a long tim e 
ago calculated that if a drop of water, the size of a football, were 
magn ified to the size of the earth, it would appear more coarse 
grain ed than a heap of shot, but probably less coarse-gra ined 
than a heap of footballs. Prof. Clerk Maxwell has shown that 
about two millions of molecules of hydrogen in a row would 
occupy a millimetre (about three times the thickn ess or bre adth 
of one of the heavy down strokes of a printed letter in this 
review). Th ese results are of course familiar to the scient ific 
reader , but th ey may be given here for the sake of tho se who, 
while int eres ted in theosophical investigation, give little atten
tion to ordinary physical science. 

* * 
THERE is an exceedingly int eresting paper on "The Mystic is!Il 
of Madam e Guyon" by Professor James Rendel Harris in the 

In PraisG of 
Mysticism 

Octob er number of Tlte London Quarterly Rev-iew. 
It is written, not only sympathetically, but in 
places one may almost say enthusiastically. 

At the same time, there is a healthy tone of criticism in some 
passages, though ever a kindly one, for Professor Ren del 
Harris frankly admits in his opening words: 

I have placed myself in the unenviable position of criticising the 
teac her from whom I have received more help and guidance in the things of 
";od than from any oth er person. 

The whole paper is deserving of study, and the concluding 
passages are a pleasant quotation and run as follows : 

Th e walls of th e Castle of Vincennes, into which the blessed woman was 
cast for the crime of loving God too much, cea sed to be prison walls and 
became palace walls, which shone in th e pri soner 's eyes like rubie s. She 
was content to pass her life there, if such was the will of God . 

" I used to compose hymns, wuich the maid who served me learned by 
heart as fast as I composed them ; and we used to sing your praise, 0 my 
God. I regarded myself as a little bird you were keeping in a cage for your 
pleasure, and who ought to sing to fulfil her conditions of life. The stone s 
of my tower seemed to me rubies; that is to say, I esteemed them mor e 
than all worldly magnificence. " 

Is it possible that such renunciation set to such sweet music , 
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can be the mark of decadence in religion? Must we not on thi s sa.y that 
we fi r:d ourselves on an ascending stair, like Lancelot in the quest for the 
Holy Grail, when, having driven across the deep for many days and landed 
on the lonely castle-crown ed rock, wher e was no sign of life, he heard above 
him on the painful ascent a constant song from some unseen singer: 

"Clear as a lark, high o'er me as a lark," 
and caught the refrain of the anthem of that invisible choir with whom caged 
birds conspire, 

"Glory and joy and honour to our Lord 
And to the holy vessel of the Grail." 

ANOTHER of our scientific friends sends us the following: 
Ev er since the establishment of the "cell-theory " of Wei s

Cell-Life 
mann, by which the cells composing an organism 
are regarded as constituting individual units each 
with a distinct life and function of its own, th e 

facts of modern science have been gradually moving more and 
mor e int o line with the broad teachings of occultism. 

We are once more reminded of the fascinating subject of 
cell-life by certain references in Prof. Max Verworn's new book, 
General Physiology : an Oittline of the Science of Life, to the 
selective power of cells. He cites the fact that among the innu
merable swarms of spermatozoa cast into the sea, every speci es 
finds it s proper ovum. Again, a cell bathed by a nutrient fluid 
such as, e.g., an epithelial cell absorbing material from the 
lum en of an intestine is likened to a crystal growing in . its moth er 
liquor. Like its analogue, it withdraws only special substance s 
from th e common nutrient fluid, "as is evident from the fact 
that gland , muscle and cartilag -e-cells produc e wholly different 
and charact eristic substances." 

Each cell of the great colony of cells composing the organ
ism of every animal and plant has thus its own special work to 
perform, the work consisting in the extraction from its immediate 
environment of those materials necessary for its ow1t growth and 
nutnt10n. But this work is entirely subservient to, and, indeed, 
is solely performed for, th e ultimate nutrition and building up of 
the whole organism of which each individual cell forms a very 
small but yet necessary unit. So that an animal or plant has 
already for long been regarded as representing a colony or re-
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public of cells. But the very important discovery made within 
the last few years, that all the living cells of every even vegetable 
organism are intimately united by means of very minute thr eads 
of protoplasm (the vehicle of life) passing through the cell-walls, 
has afforded to this idea (viz., that every organism is a community 
of closely connected cells), a very much broader basis of rea lity. 
The cells of a plant no longer discrete, and separated by a dead, 
unorganised cell-wall, but united by the basic substance of life ! 

How typical is all this of that larger organism of human ity, 
each man thereof a separate unit gleaning from the environm ent 
of his earthly experience just that material which is suited to his 
own life and growth. But for what purpose ? In order that he 
may therefrom contribute to the wider life, the vaster organi sm 
of humanity at large. Human beings, the world over, have 
always been vaguely regarded as constituting one human fami ly, 
a kind of brotherhood, but this simply on the ground of th eir 
being so distinct from the lower creation. It was not un t il 
comparatively quite recently that this idea for many in t he 
western world was placed upon a much broader basis of reali ty 
by the introduction of the great Theosophical teaching that "the 
finest thread" of spiritual life-substance united men the world 
over into one great brotherhood. The buddhic nature inherent 
in each one of us destroys individual separateness, and, invisible 
and unrecognisable though it be for the majority, like the subtle 
protoplasmic substance passing from cell to cell,)s, like the latter , 
the binding life and soul of the whole human family. 
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THE "FRIENDS OF GOD" * 

MEANWHILE the Friend of God had been carrying on his work 
in other directions, exercising a paramount influence over all those 
with whom he came into contact, an influence gained in many 
cases by the proofs he gave of so-called supernatural powers. 
About 1364 we find him working with Rulman Merswin, with 
the object of founding a house of refuge for those seeking the 
higher life. Following a twice-repeated command given in a 
dream to both Merswin and the Friend of God simultaneously 
under exactly similar circumstances, although at a great _distance 
one from the other, Merswin bought in 1366 an island in the 
river Ill near Strassburg, with the intention of restoring the 
ruined monastery built in u50, which later had passed into the 
hands of the Benedictines of Altdorf. t In 1367, the repairs 
having been completed, the building was consecrated and opened 
as a " house of refuge to which all honest and pious laymen or 
priests, knights, esquires or citizens desirous of giving up the 
world might retire and dedicate themselves to the service of 
God, without the obligation of joining a monastic Order." The 
name given to the house was that of the "Grune-Worth." The 
first letter+ written to those gathered beneath its shelter was 
addressed to Merswin, Nicolaus v. Laufen, four secular priests 
and a few notables of Strassburg. In it he advises them to 
choose out a leader amongst themselves and hints at the powers 
and fitness of Merswin to be so chosen, telling them that had 
they that sense belonging to the human understanding which 
could be compared to the scent of a hound, they would recognise 
in their midst that, of which the times were not ripe enough to 

• See the articles " The • Friend of God of the Oberland ' " and " The ' Friend 
of God' and the 'Master of the Scriptures'" in the June and December issues of 
this REVIEW. . . ·· 

t Op. cit., Letter 8, p. 303 ; Letter 16, p. 325. 
f Ibid., Letter 2, p. 283, 
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speak. He gives them, too, a few practical directions as to their 
life in common, lays stre ss on mutual tolerance and bids them 
be patient in their desir e for growth and for th e manifestat ion 
of the supernatural _ gifts of God, which when experi enced ar e to 
be received in the spirit of deep humility. 

In 1369 Merswin decided to replace the secular priests by 
friars. Those of St. Augustine , St : Bernard, and St. Domi nic, 
were taken one after the other into consideration. But it was 
revealed to both Merswin and the Friend of God that t he 
Brothers of the Order of St. J oho had been chosen by the H oly 
Spirit to take over the charge of the house , in order that lay men 
on entering th e "Grilne -Worth " should not be con front ed with 
a too rigid rule of life. On January 6th, 1371, th e gift of the 
" Grune-Worth " was formally accept ed by the Ord er of St . 
John on the condition s stipulated by Merswin and ratified by 
the Grand Mast er of th e Ord er at Rhod es, Raymond Bera nger. 
The house , church, and grounds were given into th e hands of 
the Order with a yea rly revenu e of £50-" to th e end that divine 
service might be celebrated in perpetuity by the pri ests of the 
Order." Rulman Merswin and a noblem an, Heinrich von 
Wetzel, with their successors, were recognised by th e Order as 
administrators, without whose consent the Ord er could elect no 
brothers, nor sell any prop erty. Financi al accounts were to be 
rendered yearly under penalt y of deposition should th e mana ge
ment prove faulty . Th e Ord er undertook to provide th e num ber 
of priests judged necessary by the administr ator, never to rai se 
the taxes, to receive into th e "hous e everyone, be he prie st, 
layman, knight , esquire , or citiz en," who should have been 
"inspired by God with the desire to amend his life and to seek a 
refuge in the ' Grune-Worth .' " * Definit e ad mission as a 
member was granted only after a tim e of probation on the receipt 
of a written promise of irreproach able condu ct and rea diness t o 
render account of acts to the commande r of th e house. E ac h 
member was to provide for his own maintenan ce and could be 
expelled only in the event of his becomin g intol erable to the 
commander and the majority of th e Broth ers . Th e first com 
mander of the house was Heinrich von Wolfach. 

• B eitriige ;m dm theologische,i Wisse11-Schaftm , vol. iv. Je ua ; r852. "S tif t'unt; des 
Stra ss. J ohanniterhau ses." 
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Although Rulman Merswin was regarded by outsiders as 
the founder and administrator of the " Grune-Worth," its real 
Head was the myst erious Friend of God of the Oberland. No 
step of any importance was taken save under his direction. We 
know in what relationship he stood to Merswin, and from his 
correspondence with Heinrich von Wolfach, Nicolaus von 
Laufen, and the Brothers of the Order, we see how he was con
sulted in every way in spiritual matters as well as about the 
smallest details pertaining to the organisation of the " Grtine
Worth." 

About the same time as the house of the "Grune-Worth" 
was being founded, the Friend of God was much occupied with 
the building of a new home for his own small community. A 
command had been given in a dream that he and his followers 
should quit the town in which they had been living. Taking 
their littl e black dog as guide, they followed it over field and 
hed ge, through water, over ditches, until it halted on a mountain 
side, far from any town, in th e land of Austria. * As soon as 
permi ssion had been granted by the owner of the land they began 
to build, though th e original plans were never carried out for 
want of funds. Vv e have a glimpse into the life led in their 
small community in the Book of the Five Men, written by the 
Fri end of God of the Oberland, and sent to the Brothers of the 
" Grun e-W orth " in the hope that they might be helped by it 
to realis e th e spirit which should reign am ongst tho se working 
togeth er with the sam e end in view, however different the 
idiosyncra sies of each might be. A shor t account of each 
Bro th er is given. 

Th e first Brother had been in their circl e for eighteen year s, 
exercisin g him self on th e suffering s of the Lord · with such 
severity that oft-tim es they had feared for his life. During all 
th ose years, though he had never consciously experienced any 
sup ernatural consolation, he had not lost cour age; in his humility 
he had ever felt himself unworth y that such should come to him. 
But of late he had been visited with unspeakable joy; his soul 
had been over -flooded by th e glorious gifts of God. So great 
had been the strain th at he had been obliged to exercise himself 

• Ni culans v. Basd, L ebon, etc., " Notizen des N . v . Laufen," p. 58. 
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less on the sufferings of the Lord, a great privation, which he 
had borne in thankfulness as coming from God, willing to suffer 
either joy or sadness, having surrendered himself to His Will 
for Time and Eternity. Even temptations arising from his 
lower nature were being welcomed in the same spirit. 

The second had been known to the Friend of God from his 
youth upwards. Kind-hearted, rich, beloved by the poor, all had 
gone well, until awaking to th e wickedness of the world aro und 
him, he had been seized with a longing to consecrate his life to 
God. His wife had ever been of one mind with him, but from 
this moment many were the torm ents he had to endure at her 
hands in her desire to drive th e Devil out of him. After six 
years of home misery, borne with the utmost patience, his wife 
fell ill, confes sed her wrongs agains t him, was pardoned, and 
died. His children, too, were taken from him, and he was free 
to follow his bent. All through the years of trial he had been 
helped and cheered by the counsels of the Friend of God, who 
now permitted him to enter his small circle. He spent some 
time in study, then was ordained priest. During the cele
bration of his fifth mass, he, too, was caught up in the spirit 
and received gifts of grace undreamt of by him before. For 
seven years he had enjoyed visions of glory; then God had 
closed his sight and allowed the promptings of his lower nature 
to assert themselves. But in unhappiness as in happiness he 
was submissive to the will of God. In all things he remained 
humble, patient and joyful, the light of the grace of God shini ng 
from out his eyes. 

The third Brother had been a Canon of the Church and 
very learned in the Law. His temper was proud and hasty, and 
the world with its temptations had held sway over him. At the 
age of forty he became ill, but recovered after having made a vow 
to the Virgin to forsake the world and join a Society in which 
the remainder of his life could be devoted to God. His thoughts 
turned towards several different Orders; finally, he decided to 
ask permission to join the circle under the direction of the Friend 
of God of the Oberland. He was received first as a guest, the n 
accepted as a member. He was ordained a priest; but no sooner 
had he taken his vows than great and manifold temptations as-
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sailed him, " such unclean, devilish desires that it were hurtful 
to speak of them." So bitter was the struggle, that the other 
Brothers met together to pray that he should be set free; they 
were; however, given to understand that he must bear his burden 
alone. For eight years he was tempted unceasingly, until he 
too was illumined and found himself s_urrounded by a wondrous 
supernatural glory not to be pictured by words. That which he 
saw was above all understanding. In spite of all his learning 
never had he read aught which gave any idea of the joy experi
enced. All ever-imagined glory was to it as a drop of water 
compared to the sea. 

The fourth Brother, a Jew by birth, was gentle, learned, 
most charitable. A fervent follower of his faith, for many years 
he had sought to fathom God's reason for forsaking His chosen 
people. In answer to his prayer for enlightenment, he is told in 
a dream _ to seek o~t a certai~ shoemaker living in the town who 
will show him the way to a cl).urch in -which he will be able to 
witness the celebration of the mass without being seen. He 
obeys, and during mass has a vision of Jesus. In a second 
dream he is told that a man from a distant foreign country will 
visit him and explain the vision he had seen. In obedience to a 
command, the Friend of God seeks him out, and is able to con
vince him of the truth taught in the Christian religion. Shortly 
after he joined the Society, and from the moment of his conse
cr.ation was gifted with the sight of things above all earthly ken. 
Trials and temptations fell also to his lot, but were being borne 
with patience and humility, and an abiding peace was upon 
him. 

The fifth Brother was the cook, Kuonradde by name. He 
had been five years in the Community, was most ardent in 
his devotion and gifted with visions. The Friend of Go9 
describes with a touch of humour how one morning in Advent, 
whilst the other Brothers were in chapel, the cook being en
gaged in preparing the dinner, he suddenly entered into a 
state of ecstasy. He sat so still that the little boy ·who was 
helping him got frightened and running into chapel called 
out: "Come quickly, my master the cook is sitting in the kitchen 
anc,l is dead." They return with the little boy, finq hir:p. sittinf{ 
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on a barrel close to the fire with th e cooking spoon still in his 
hand. They move him gently away and leave him until he once 
more becomes conscious of his earthly surroundin gs. The 
Friend of God concludes : " Dear Brothers , you have now the 
story of our beloved cook, whose repasts we eat of more willingly 
than those of another. \Vhen he is unable to cook for us, we 
cook for ourselves." 

. The last, though not leas t important per sonage in the 
household is Ruoprecht, the servant and caretaker of all the 
worldly concerns pertaining to thi s small communit y. " \Vith 
him we sometimes talk and ask : ' Beloved Ruopr echt , how comes 
it that thou art not so holy as our Broth er th e cook ? ' to which 
he replies: ' And were I, who would then provide for all and do 
the work? ' And if we say further: 'Supposing that God 
should tell thee that the cook had chosen the better part ,' he 
answers quickly, 'God is able to do that which He pleases, but 
had Martha followed the example of Mary, our blessed Lord had 
had but scanty food, unless he had provided some by super
natural means, even as on the occasion of the five loaves.' " 

Having spoken of the different Brothers, the Friend of God 
proceeds to give a short sketch of his own life, and says that 
should Merswin out-live him , he has the permission to write the 
full history of his life, and to give his name and those of the 
Brothers living with him ; for Merswin has the knowledge as to 
where it is to be found written. The Book of the Fi ve Men closes 
with advice to the Brothers of the " Grune· Worth " ; they are to 
keep themselves apart from the world, and live in strict obedience 
to those in authority over them. In ordinary life they are to follow 
the rule of the house; should one of them be visited by super· 
natural gifts, he doubts not but that the Commander will be 
shown of the Spirit in what manner such a one is to be treat ed. 
They are to feel deep thankfulness to God for having led th em 
to desire the higher life and prepared a place of refuge for them. 
Should one or other of them wish to visit their small Commun ity 
of Friends of God, they would receive the warmest of welcom es. 
The Friend of God of the Oberland does not doubt but that they 
would profit much thereby. For they are worthy to be taken as 
example. They are all of one mind, each has surrendered him-
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self without reserve to God, and is " grounded" in God for Time 
and for Eternity. They have so willed to be will-less in Him, and 
have become so closely united with Him that it were possible to 
say that though they were in Time, they were without Time, for 
whatsoever is sent by God, be it bitter, be it sweet, be it for 
weal or for woe, be the butden heavy or light, all is accepted as 
from Him with praise and thankfulness. 

In the year 1377, we read that the Friend of God of the 
Oberland was constrained to go to Rome with the aim of induc
ing the Pope, Gregory XI., to undertake the necessary reforms 
in the Church . He was able to gain but little hearing until he 
had proved himself a messenger from God by means of his 
abnormal powers. Even then he was unable to achieve any last
ing result, but he was granted certain privileges and given letters 
which helped him later in his rel:;i.tions with the bishop and 
clergy in his own country.* 

Year after year the gloom overhanging the Church deepened 
and a time of ceaseless activity set in for those who were aware 
of the dangers threatening Christendom. Frequent meetings 
took place between the Friends of God, scattered about in 
different countries, meetings held in out-of-the-way places away 
from the reach of discovery and persecution. One of these 
meetings is described in a letter to the Commander of the 
" Grune-Worth" by the Friend of God of the Oberland. t 
Seven Friends · of God of great importance had been called 
together on St. Gertrude's day, far away on a high and desolate 
mountain, to deliberate between themselves as to the best means 
of helping the Church. One day, sitting, as was their wont, out 
in the woods after their mid-day meal, a storm-wind suddenly 
arose and they were surrounded by thick darkness for the space 
of an hour. As the darkness rolled away a brightness far ex
ceeding the light of the sun enveloped them, and from within 
the light a Voice was heard which seemed to pour fresh life and 
strength into the listeners . It spoke of Itself as being a mes
senger from the Holy Trinity and bade them cease their prayers 
on behalf of Christendom. The Father willed that the issue 

• N icolaus v. Basel, Leben, etc., Letter 12, p. 313. 
t Ibid., Letter 17, p. 325. 
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should be in His own hands. The pending time of tribulation 
would but bring help; out of her great distress and fear, the 
Church would arise and be constrained to mend her ways. With 
these words stillness reigned ; the sun shone as before. 

A time of waiting and suspense ensued, until the will of God 
was revealed once more by means of dreams. Thirteen great 
F·riends of God belonging to different countries, some from 
Hungary, others from Italy, are bidden to repair to the same 
secluded spot. They are told to meet together on Holy Thur sday 
and to await God's showing. The night is passed in prayer and 
meditation-the following day mass is celebrated and all com
municate. Being gathered together in an open space in the 
woods they see a company of beautiful women advancing towards 
them, each with a lighted taper. Bowing in reverence before 
the Friends of God, they claim to be His messengers. T heir 
words, however, not carrying conviction with them, one of the 
priests amongst the number calls on the Holy Trinity; and 
behold, the company is swept away by a mighty rushing wind. 
A dazzling light breaks forth and a Voice of exceeding sweet ness 
is again heard, bidding them take courage, for, thanks to the 
intercession of the Queen of Heaven, help and counsel had been 
sent to them. He had brought with him a letter in which was 
written that which was required at their hands. Should they, 
one and all, be willing to carry out the instructions it contai ned, 
a respite of three years would still be granted before the cloud, 
laden with retribution, should break over Christendom. Th en a 
letter fell down in the midst of them. Three days for delib era
tion are granted ; they are command ed to assemble once mor e on 
Easter Day and to bring the letter with them, as it has to be re
turned thence from whence it had been brought. 

They read the letter, each man in his own language , in 
German, in Italian, in Latin, in Hebrew. In it they are told 
that for three years they are to look upon themselves as 
" prisoners of the Lord," that they are to live in the stric test 
seclusion there, where they shall be led by the Spirit, that they 
are to observe strict silence, breaking it only at stated times. 
All that would be likely to hold them back from God is to be 
discarded, and in entire subjection they are to await His will. 
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On Easter Day, they meet once more and declare themselves 
ready to obey. They are ordered to kindle a fire into which the 
letter is to be thrown. As the letter falls upon the flame, it rises 
from the burning material, bearing unconsumed the missive 
upwards. They .see the heavens open and a flash of light shoot 
downwards. The ascending flame is absorbed in dazzling light 
and seen no more. 

From this time forward nothing is known of the movements 
of the Friend of God of the Oberland. In his farewell letter to 
Merswin he gives him permission to follow the command given 
to the thirteen great Friends of God, and advises him, as far as 
possible, to avoid intercourse with the world, and to this end he 
is told to resign his post of administrator. No further commu
nication is to be held between themselves, all that is not directly 
in the service of God is to be relinquished. Every effort to dis
cover the place of retreat of the Friend of God of the Oberland 
made by the Brothers of the "Grune-Worth" and others proved 
fruitless. In the same mysterious manner in which he had entered 
the lives of many of his disciples, he passed away again, and the 
secret of his name remained with Merswin, who died soon after. 

The mission he had been given had been fulfilled. Many 
were the souls who, turning to him for guidance, had been led 
along the Path, the goal of which was conscious union with That 
which was to them without form or likeness-the Being in 
Whom all things are rooted. He taught that peace and the 
fulness of life were found only when the separated will had been 
surrendered. As a means to this end he advised entire submis
sion to the leading of those who were in advance upon the Path
trusty guides whose knowledge was the · fruit of experience. And 
although he taught strict obedience to the behests of the Church 
and held its ordinances in the highest veneration, recognising 
the authority of the priests in matters pertaining to the same, he 
nevertheless showed that the power to guide the spiritual life 
did not necessarily lie in their hands. It was possible that they 
might be worthy to serve the Church as dispensers of her 
sacraments, and yet not have been touched by the grace of God. 
He alone had the right to lead, in whom faith had been lost in 
knowledge. MARGARET CARR. 

; 
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AN INTERESTING LETTER FROM AN INDIAN 

YOGIN TO HIS PUPIL 

(TRANSLATED FROM THE BENGAL! WITH A FEW EXPLANATORY NOTES 

BY J. C. C. "') 

LET me say a few words before I leave. Keep yourself devoted 
to the cultivation of the Science of the Self (Adhyatma-V idya). 
You should join the Theosophical Society, which seeks to 
cultivate the Secret Wisdom of Shiva, the Supreme (Shambhavi
Vidya, Gupta-Vidya). Masters of "divine attainm ents " (daivi
sampat) wish that body well. Whatever sacrifice you may 
make for it will be considered, you may be sure, as so mu ch 
service done to those great ones and to myself. What " div ine 
attainments " are you will find in the Bh agavad GUd. t 

Try to und erstand by yourself the meaning of the dream you 
had the other day about Sl).at-chakra (the six mystic centr es in 
the human system). Try to comprehend the relationshi p be
tween these cent res and the six "sheaths" of the Self . This 
will enable you to comprehend fully the mystery of the ch akra s. 

What the six sheaths of the Self are you will find in the 
works of Madame Bla vats ky and Annie Besant. But the 
Sanskrit names used there do not all correspond to those found in 
our philosophical books . Too much attention ne ed not be pa id 
to mere nam es. Comprehend the real import of their .statements 
and reflect thereon. H e alone is a man who has learnt to reflect. 
Be ever mindful of gaining what will make you a man. 

Books on the Vedanta Philosophy speak of five ko~has 
(sheaths); , Annamaya (food-built, i.e., physical) ; Prar,iamaya 

* See the Pantha, vol. ii., no. to (published by members of the Bengal Branch 
of the Theosophical Society). 

t Chap . xvi. r-3. 
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(emotion-built, i.e., astral); * Manomaya (mind-built, i.e., lower 
mental) ; Vigfianamaya (understanding-built, i.e., causal) ; and 
.Anandamaya (bliss-built , i.e., spiritual). Heretofore I have 
spoken of these sheaths as five, and you also have read of them 
in Vedantic works. But now I speak of six. Let me, therefore, 
show you how these two statements are reconciled. 

This body of ours, born of the parents , is called Sthola
shadra, the physical body (lit., gross body). This is the Anna
maya-ko~ha. But in reality it is composed of two bodies, one 
father-born and the other mother-born. The mother-born is 
made up of gross materials, such as flesh, blood, bones and so on. 
But the father-born is composed of materials more subtle than 
these. These two bodies interpenetrate each other. Mrs. 
Besant calls the "father-born" the etheric body, but its Sanskrit 
name is Pir_i<;la-deha (lit., mass-body), while the "mother-born" 
receives the name Bhar_i<;la-deha (lit ., vessel-body). 

Devas who are charged with the carrying out of the karmic 
administration, build the Pir_i<;la-body by massing together 
materials drawn from subtle nature (i.e., paficha sok~hma bhotas) 
according to the karma of the man. This plasm of subtle ele
ments is transformed into the paternal seed and enters the womb 
of the mother, where it makes its way into the ovum and gathers 

' the gross materials around. Thus it grows. The mother-born 
serves as an encasement (adhara) of the father-born ; hence its 
name, Bhar_i<;la-deha. 

In this body of ours there is a centre, the Moladhara-padma 
(lit., root-basis lotus), or the Muladhara-chakra, which acts as 
a "centre of absorption " (laya-sthan a) f; r this "encasing body " 
(sci., the mother-born). Perhaps you do not understand the 
meaning of the phrase "centre of absorption." It is a centre, 
on which the mind being fixed, all consciousness of the "eneasing
body " is gone. 

As man (Jiva) enters the gross encasement by means of the 
Pir_i<;la-deha, the latter is called Svadhi~hthana (that on which he 
stands, or by which he supports himself), and its "centre of 
absorption," is thus named the Svadhi~hthar_ia-chakra. 

• "Emotion" is the exact equivalent of Pr a,;ia (pra + ana=e+motion) . Pra,;ia is 
the great motive or moving power which leads to all activity . The PrA,;ias are de
rived from the totality of the energies (rajas) of the subt le elements , 
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Passing beyond these two centres, man arrives in the subtle 
world (Suk~hma ·jagat), and manifests himself in the "subtle 
body," otherwise called the "typical body" (Linga-sharira). 

Lin ga (i.e., type) is threefold: Vishe ~ha (specific); Avishe~ha 
(general); and Lin ga-mat ra (type in itself). 

As man gra dually passes beyond the se three Lin.gas, one 
after the other, he becomes absorbed in the T ype-less Es sence 
(Alinga-t at tva, i.e., the universal substa nce) which is full of 
Bliss . Th e "Type-less " (Alinga) is anoth er name of Pra krit i. 
This being absorbed in it is called Samadhi of the nature of 
Bliss (Sananda Sam adhi), also Disembodied Absorption (Videha 
Laya). The Unm anifested Puru~ha (Logos or Self) lies beyond 
Prakriti, tran scendin g her. 

Th e technic al names, Vishe~ha, Avishe~ha, Li11ga-matra and 
Ali1iga belong to the System of Patafijali. 

According to the Vedanta also, the Linga -sharira (the type
body, maintaining the special characteristics of an individu al as 
different from those of anothe r) consists of three Ko~has: the 
PraJ?,amaya, Manomaya and Vigfianamaya. Thes e are none 
other th an th e Vishe~ha-linga, Avishesha-linga and Linga-matra 
of the Pat afijala, in their respective order; while the Alinga of 
Pat anjali 's School is the same as the Anandamaya of the Vedan
tic System. 

If you read the names of the six Ko~has, which Mrs. Besant 
gives in her Ancient Wisdom (p. 231), you will find that she also 
menti ons three Ko~has int ervening betw een th e Physical Body 
and the Body of Bliss. The y are : Astral Body, Mental Body 
and Cau sal Body. Th ese are really th e Pra9amaya, Manomaya 
and Vigfianamaya Ko~has of the Vedanta respectively. 

As you read the Ancient Wisdom and compare it with the 
Vedanta, you may make use of the following table, showing how 
the five Ko~has of th e one correspond to th e six of the other . 

T he Vedanta The Ancient Wisdom 
Atman 

nandama ya-kosha 
Vigfianama ya-ko~ha 
Manomaya-ko~ha 
Pr aJ?,amaya -ko~ha 

St hula-{ Pinda -deha 
sharira Bhi9<;1a-deha 

Atman 
Bliss Body 
Causal Body 
Menta l Body 
Astral Body 
Etheric Body} Physic al 
Dense Body Body 
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To comprehend the mystery of karma, you must learn the 
mystery of the triple Power, manifested as: 

Gfiana-shakti Wisdom-power 
Ichchha-shakti Will-power 
Kriya-shakti Work-power or creative power 
Know this threefold Power and you will know the subtle 

body (Suk~hma-sharira) in its three divisions. The Vigfiana
maya, Manomaya and Pra.9amaya Ko~has are the respective 
seats of the powers of Wisdom, Will, and Work. These 
again are the triple powers, Rudra.9i, Vai~h9avi and Brahmi * 
of the Gayatri, the object of the worship of Brahmai:ias. 
Gayatri, the blissful Goddess in the form of Brahma-Tejas, 
the Divine Glory, in her turn, is only the triple powers in 
balance. And the Body of Bliss, in its real nature, is but 
the Glory Divine, the all-desirable. It is she who, dividing 
herself into three, appears as the triple powers of Wisdom, Will 
and Work. The power that is Wisdom shows its elf again as the 
brightness of the sun, while those of Will and Work are the 
essence of the · 1unar and fiery rays. t And while it is the Sun 
who is the God that presides over the Ko~ha built of Vigfiana, it 
is the Moon and Fire who are the Deities that dominate the 
Ko~has of Manas and Pra9a. 

Keep your mind fixed constantly on Om, the sacred word. 
By its means alone, even if you possess no other means, you 
will be enabled to know the sixfold Ko~has and Puru~ha, the 
Supreme Self. Yoga is only the practice of Om-kara. It is 
the essence of the worship of God, the Lord. All scriptures seek, 
as their one aim, to qualify and prepare men for the practice of 
the Om. It is the science of Om-kara which is the Science 
Supreme (Para-Vidya)-the Science of Shambhu, Shiva (Sham
bhavi-Vidya). 

Listen, and I will explain how, by means of Om, one 
comes to know the sixfold Ko~has and Puru~ha, the Self. 

There is a power hidden in the seed of the Bilva-tree (the 
"wood-ap:()le" or bel fruit tree) which divides into three every 

• Rudrai:ii=belonging to Rudra, i .e., Shiva, the First Logos; Va4;hi;iavi= 
pertaining to Vishi:iu, the Second Logos ; Brahmi = pertaining to Brahma, the Third 
Logos. 

t That is to say, when considered from the adhidaivata or cosmic point of 
view. 
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leaf which grows on it. Similarly everything that comes out of 
the Om is divided into a triple form by a power hid in this 
mantra-seed. And this power of the Om consists in the unity 
of the thre e (forms of manifestation). It is th e power they name 
Par a-Va.ch, whi ch manifesting in th e forms of Pashya nti, Madh
yama and Vaikh ad carry on the creation, preservation and des 
truction of the universe. * As you practise Orh-kara by means 
of its triple power and know by the self-same means the One 
that is unmanifest, you will ach ieve th e highest end of man 
(parama-puru~hartha). 

Th e gross (i.e., physical) world is th e play-ground of Va ik
had; th e subtle world 1s th e field where Madhyama sports, 
while it is the " realm of cau ses " which serves as field for 
Pashyanti 's play. 

The threefold Om-Vaikh ara, Madbyama an d Pashy an
has mad e the human tree a plant of seven leaves. H ence it is 
that everything man knows of the sport of nature is a play of 
seven. 

Would you comprehend this mystery of the Seven? T hen , 
by Vaikhara's means, rid yourself of all th at makes you one with 
the gross body and incline yourself to the body built of subtle 
matter. The physical is the only body you have-this is your 
present notion. But before you were born into the gross world 
here even then you did exist. It is on th e (subtl e) body you the n 
had as a basis that your (etheric and dens e) bod ies born of the 
parents are built and form the gross frame you now wear. 

Learn to regard this gross body as divided into thre e by 
means of Om. Then will you know how Vai kha ra Om, has 
made your former frame + the linking means between the newer 
two, and has thus kept you chain ed to th e gross body. Know 
thus the power which keeps you bound to the bodies your father 
and your mother gave you, know this , and the sport she (the 
power) has with you is over. Then will this be clear to you 

• The technical terms , P arA, Pashyanti, Madh ya m.1 and Vaikhari, as appli ed to 
VAch, the Voice or the Word, are untranslatable-at least they are so for me . So 
far as the microcosmic "V oice," however, is concerned, it is ca lled Par a, as it rises 
from the mystic centre, M(Uadhara; Pashyanti when it reaches th e heart ; Madh 
ya ma, as it is going to be spoken ou t (buddhim gata vivak~ham pr apta. ya Vak sa 
Madh yam.1); and Vaikhari, when it is spoken out by means of the vocal organ. 

t Evidently the fram e or body ma n bad in the super-physical world before b irth . 
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that neither the Pii:ic;Ia, your father gave, nor the Bhai:ic;la your 
mother conceived, is your body. Deep devotion to the givers of 
birth, to father and mother, a firm resolve that naught can 
shake to offer the body they gave to their service-these are 
means to end the clinging men have to the physical frame. 

The physical body and all clinging to it transcended, the 
man (Jiva) finds himself in another vehicle. This again is to be 
known as divided into three by, _means of Madhyama Om. 

Here also you will know yourself as linking a two-fold 
form, the twin sheaths of Prai:ia and Manas. These offered to the 
Gods, who are their sources, man frees himself from attachment 
to them. 

These twin sheaths passed, man finds himself at one with 
yet another form. This again is known as parted into three by 
Pashyan Om, and man's self is seen as the linking means 
joining the twin sheaths of Wisdom and Bliss (Vigfiana and 
Ananda). As by cultivating Wisdom debts to the Sages are 
paid, so attachments even to these forms or sheaths are severed. 
And the body which man then knows as his own, is none other 
than Nature's own sublime self (Para-Prakriti). And so he 
winneth Wisdom with the cry: "I am He." 

May the Almighty Lord shower blessings on you. 

CHIDANANDA BABA. 
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(OccuLT SECTS OF RussIA) * 

III. 
MoLOKANS AND DouKHOBORTZI IN TAURIS AND AsTRAKHANt 

IN the midst of the generally dark and dreary existence of the 
Russian peasantry, the daily life of the Molokans, sister-sect to 
the Doukhobortzi, stands out like a ray of light. Regarded as 
one sect both by Government and popular report, and even so 
designated in some encyclopredias, the Doukhobortzi and 
Molokans are often both classed together under the latter 
name, and in the Caucasus the writer of this article has always 
heard them spoken of in this manner. 

The obligations of the two sects are practically the same 
with regard to the spiritual life, but they differ somewhat in 
external form. The Molokans recognise the Scriptures and 
study them in their own way, and it may be that some such 
study is included ii:1 the secret rit_es of the Doukhobortzi. The 
much less active part taken in politics by the former may have 
arisen from some personal characteristics of their leaders . . 

The Molokans-and in speaking of them we refer also to 
the Doukhobortzi, for in every province the two sects settl ed 
together-began to be known in the eighteenth century, and 
were traced in Tambof and in the Ukraine, and indeed wherever 
the Doukhobortzi were found. A vague tradition supposes their 
founder to have been a Prussian (!) officer, who came to Kharkof 
into voluntary exile, and went from house to house reading the 
Bible to the inmates. The fact that no religious movement, 
even when started by a foreigner, has spread in Russia except by 
Russian agency, militates against this tradition. 

• For the first paper on the Bogomile and Kalikas, see the September, and for 
the second paper on the Doukhobortzi, November issue of this REVIEW (vol. xxv ., 
pp. 33 sqq. and 201 sqq.). 

t See Livanof, ''Molokans and Doukhobortzi," Viestnih Yevropi; 186!!. 
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The Molokans are not very numerous. They call themselves 
"True Christians" and " Spiritual Christians," the popular 
appellation of Molokan being supposed to be derived from 
moloko, milk ; either with reference to their diet, which is chiefly 
composed of milk, or to the colour of their clothes . They re
cognise the Bible, and are often, especially the women, well 
versed in it. They deny, however, the sacraments , believing that 
the true sacrament is of the spirit, and that the latter is not 
affected by any outward action ; they do not worship images. 

Their religious service consists of simple, harmonious chants, 
and of prayers uttered while lying prostrate on the ground ; also 
of reading from the Bible in the sacred Slav tongue, * the reading 
being always carried out by an old man venerated in the com
munity. The customs of these sects are totally different to th ose 
of the people living around them, and their marriage, baptism 
and burial ceremonies have nothing in common with those of 
the Greek Church. No wine is ever taken under any pretext, 
and on great festivals only a beverage made from honey is 
used. 

A curious feature of their marriage ceremony is the phrase 
uttered by the bride's father as he leads his daughter by the 
hand to her husband : " I give thee my daughter to wife accord
ing to Moses' law," and the congregation, kneeling, prays: "0, 
God of Israel crown them with the crowns of the holy 
stone" (chestni-pure, holy, honest). The family life of the 
Molokans is known to be singularly pure, united and loyal, and 
divorce is of most rare occurrence. Sunday is with them a day 
entirely consecrated to God. Prayer begins at 8 in the morning 
and lasts until I or 2 p.m.; the afternoon is given to the study 
of the Scriptures and to singing religious chants, resembling 
those -of ancient Greece. One of their most beautiful hymns 
begins with the words: 

0 ye elect, come, 
Lift up your hearts to the Heavenly Office. 

They have verses peculiar to their worship, but their only 

• The ancient Slav, a language now dead as regards general use, but easily 
understood by all Slavonic nations . It is the sacerdotal language of the Greek 
Church in Russia ; its alphabet partly resembles the old Greek, and partly hiero
glyphics in its ti tli or abbreviations . 
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books are the mystical ones of th e end of the eighteenth century, 
which have been preserved till the present day with the utm ost 
care and respect. This fact alone is sufficient to link th em to 
the "gold en chain " tradition. These books are the mysti ca l 
series published by the noble, Noviko( perhaps th e most illus
trious Rosicrucian th at Russia has known. It is a striki ng 
"coincid ence" that when Madame de Kriidener, pupil of Stilli ng 
(the mystic who wrote on " Th e Lod ge in the East ") came again 
into Russian society to end her car eer as a teacher, among her 
chief visitors were, on th e one hand , all the pupils of Novi kof 
who had escaped the pers ecution of Catherine II., and on the 
other, th e members of the "Spiritu al Christian" sects, th ese 
self-same Molokans and Doukho bortzi .* 

The various sections of the two sects, widely scattered over 
Russia's vast territory, differ in some cases in the exposition of 
their creed. Without going into a detailed account of each of 
such variations, we will notice as many of them as will serve to 
enlighten us on this obscure and purposely veiled subject. 

The gen era lly avowed cre ed of the Molokans is as follows :t 
They acknowledge th e Bible as God 's Word, also the unity of 
God in thre e Persons, a triune God, uncr eated, self-existent, 
the Cause of all thin gs, eternal, immutabl e, indivisible Spir it. 
God dwells in a pure world, sees all, knows all, governs all; all is 
filled by Him. He created all things. In the beginning all was 
created good and perfect. Adam's soul, and not his body, was 
created after God's image. Evil was unknown to Adam, who 
possessed a holy freedom, tending towards God. They admit 
the dogma of the fall of Adam, the birth, death, and resurrect ion 
of Christ. 

They expound the Ten Commandments thus: The first and 
second commandments forbid idolatry and image worship; the 
third renders it sinful to take an oath ; the fourth is to be obeyed 
in spending Sundays and feast-days in prayer, singing praises to 
God and reading the Bible; the fifth enjoins honour to parents 
and obedience to all authority; the sixth lays down that no 
murder is to be committed nor bodily violence, except in defence 

• See Pipin, The Ru ssia11 B ible Society. 

t See Krasinski, Sk etch of the Religio1is His tory of the Sla vonic Nat ions, p. 282. 
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of Tsar or country-nor spiritual murder by seducing from t,he 
truth by words of deceit, or enticing to sin by bad example, 
which leads to everlasting perdition. It is also murder to 
persecute, to hate, and to injure one's neighbour, for "whoso 
hateth his brother is a murderer " (John). 

The seventh teaches that it is spiritual adultery to be too 
fond of this world and its transient pleasures, also that drunken
ness, gluttony, unchastity and bad company are to be avoided. 
The eighth prohibits every kind of violence, deceit, and theft ; 
the ninth prohibits mockery, insult, flattery, and lying; all these 
come under the heading of bearing false-witness. The tenth 
enjoins mortification of lust and of all passions. 

"We believe," declare the Molokans, "that whoever fulfils 
the commandments will be saved. But we believe that since 
Adam's fall no man can do this by his own strength. We must 
believe in Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son of God. This 
true faith we can find only in the Word of God. The Word of 
God creates in us that faith which makes us capable of baptism. 

" Although we know that John baptised the Christ in 
Jordan and that the apostles baptised others, yet we understand 
by the 'water ' used in baptism not ordinary water for the body 
but spiritual water-faith in the Triune God and absolute sub
mission to His Holy Word-the death of the former man in us 
with all his works, in order that we may be newly clad with pure 
and holy life. Spirit gives life but flesh is powerless, therefore 
the receiving of earthly bread and wine is unnecessary. The 
word of the Gospel is the spiritual Bread of Life." 

As followers of Jung Stilling, they believe in the millennium, 
and have migrated to a spot in the Caucasus in full view -of 
Mount Ararat (called locally Mazis) to await it there side by side 
with a Lutheran community that has come from Wi.irtemburg 
with the same hope. 

· During the present century the Government has changed its 
manner of dealing with the Doukhobortzi and Molokans, con
sidering 1:hat it would be an easier task to _watch them and stop 
their propaganda, if, instead of being knouted and - sent off in 
chains to the mines of Ekaterinoburg and Siberia, as was 
formerly the case, the people of these sects were confined to one 
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locality. On this account most of them were transferred to the 
bank of the Molochna, Tauris province, in the extreme sout h of 
Russia, and here the two sister-sects dwelt together. The pro fes
sion of faith given by them after this forcible removal was almost 
the same as that preached in their former strongholds. 

The late Prof. Vihonranof, in an article on the Douk ho
bortzi, * gives the following account of their faith : 

The Tauris Doukhobortzi lay the greatest stress on serv ing 
God in spirit and in truth. They consider all outward show un
necessary for salvation. They have no symbol of faith. T hey 
recognise as true the credo of the Eastern (Greek) Church, but 
use it simply as one of th eir psalms. 

God is One, unk,nowable, in Thr ee Persons. God the 
Father is Light and Hei ght; the Son is Life and Breadth; t he 
Holy Ghost is Peace (Onpoko'i) and Depth. As in nature, so in 
mind, none can know th e depth of the Son. As rega rds 
Christ, they believe that all He is described as undergoing, must 
take place in us. The Christ must be born, grow, learn, suffer, 
die, be resuscitated and rise to Heaven in us; in this lies the 
new birth of man. Jesus, they say, was the living, eternal 
evangel. He Himself was the Word which is written only in 
the heart. 

Salvation is possible only in God and in Christ; but unl ess 
God is appealed to with a pure heart, even He cannot save a man. 
Living, acting faith in Christ is the heart 's true acceptance of 
the Gospel. The new birth and spiritual baptism are one and the 
same thing. Living faith and prayer are the means of rising to 
it, and the acts of the newly born man are the signs of his new 
birth. 

This baptism has seven degrees : the first degree is the 
renunciation of sin ; the second, unction, that is, the true recog· 
nition of the World of God and of the Path to it. The third is 
the power to speak God's Word; the fourth, the making prayer 
divine, consecration of the gift ; the fifth, confess ion in spiri t ; 
the sixth, communion in spirit; the seventh, is blood-tortu r e 

• Chronicles of R1issia1i L iterat11re and A rt, vol. iv ., pp., 4-16: 1862. As the 
official reports in most provinces have frequently confused the two sects, calling on e 
by the name of the other, the following information must be taken as refer ring 
equally to both sects . 
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and resignation. " Blood " means with them " the veiling of 
the Word of God." This seventh degree is also union with God. 

One who has risen to that seventh path of spiritual baptism 
or the new birth, unity with God, lives with God, and with His 
spiritual light can see the angels. Outward baptism they hold 
as useless, water being only necessary for the purity of the body. 

They hold that each true Christian must have two names, 
one for the body given at birth by terrestrial parents, the other 
a spiritual name, which is given by the Heavenly Father at the 
spiritu al rebirth. The latter is to remain unknown on earth and 
will be known in eternity. 

They confess their sins to God in heaven. If any person 
has sinn ed against his brethren, he confesses it before all and 
asks for forgiveness. To deny his sin is a heavy fault with a 
Doukh oboret z. If a pers on does not repent of this sin, after 
havin g his attention called to it three times, he is expelled from 
th e community . They condemn severely, however, the boasting 
of one' s repentance without a real endeavour to become better. 
When man falls, he has to rise and ask God's forgiveness from 
the depths of his crushed heart-and to try with all his might 
not to yield again to the same sin. 

As to communion the Doukhobortzi are in unbroken com
munion with the holy, life-giving, eternal and terrible mysteries 
of Christ, receiving in spirit th e Word, the Christ. Such com
munion they say penetrates the human mind to the very marrow 
of the bones, and real fasting consists of purity, continence and 
humility, and not in renouncing meat. 

Saints th ey hold in vener ation , but pay no worship to them. 
"Th ey served God for themselves," th ey add, "and we have 
only to imitate them to profit by their action." 

Marria ge needs no oth er consecration than the mutual con
sent of the young coupl e. Having no distinctions of rank or 
riches, parents interfere little with the choice of their children. 
Divorce is considered nearly as bad as adultery; if one of the 
consorts dies the other is free to marry again, but this permis
sion is never taken advantage of. It sometimes happens that by 
a mutual wish to live together in purity the tie remains a frater· 
nal one, and this is con sidered lawful with them , 
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The commemoration · of the dead is effecteu through good 
works. No other service is needed. They do not say "our 
brother is dead," but "our brother has changed." Death they 
deny. 

Of man's body they teach that the flesh comes from the 
earth, the bones from the stones, the blood from water, thou ght 
from wind, and grace from "the cloud." Man is a little universe. 

The human soul is power-power in God and God in man. 
The so"uls of the righteous are in God's hand, and no torture can 
touch them ; hell is evil, darkness. 

After death there is no repentance and each man goes to 
his own place, the latter being determined by his actions. The 
Doukhob ortzi refused to answer any question regarding the 
resurrection of the body and the last judgment "giv ing 
it to God alone." They say that the time has not yet come to 
speak of such things publicly, but that soon they will be known 
to all. Also that judging by the present state of the world, 
Christ ought to re-appear in the very near future. They do no t 
think that it is necessary to belong to their sect in order to be 
saved. Action leads to salvation. "Find the way," they say, 
"and accomplish it." 

Th eatres are not approved of, but there is no objection to 
the adornment of the person. Very clean an d orderly in their 
habits, they permit th e beautifying of the home, as long as t he 
mind is not th ereby divert ed from spiritual thin gs. 

To each day of the week is given a symbolical name, th us: 
Monday-kn owledge of God's acts. Tuesday-second birth of 
man. Wednesday-God's calling men to salvation. Thurs day 
-honour God in the Saint of Saints. Friday-praise God in 
song. Saturday-fear God's justice. Sunday-arise from the 
acts of Death and come unto the Kingdom of the Heavens. 

Seven heavens also are rec _ognised. The first is humili ty; 
the second, understanding ; the third, continency ; the fourth, 
brotherly love; the fifth, charity; the sixth, counsel; the seventh, 
love, for there dwells God. 

The twelve virtues, both with the Doukhobortzi and Molo
kans, are called "the twelve friends." They are: I , Tru th, 
which saves man from death. 2, Purity, which brings man to 
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God. 3, Love. 4, (disregarded). 5, Obedience, the quickest 
way to salvation. 6, Tolerance. 7, Reason. 8, Charity, the 
truly cha_ritable, compassionate man makes Satan himself 

- tremble. g, Submission. 10, Prayer and fasting, which unite 
man to God. II, Repentance. 12, Gratitude, which rejoices 
God and His angels. 

A curious distinction has been maintained by the Doukho
bortzi between the different sections of their own believers, 
meeting in 1801, in their new place of exile, and between them
selves and the Molokans living near them. In both sects the 
women are admitted to the same knowledge as the men, and are 
permitted to speak in the assemblies of the . community. On 
meeting for public prayer, the men greet the men, and the 
women the women by holding the right hand-a sign of love and 
symbolical of the divinity within each person, and kissing thrice 
-a sign of purity and humility and symbolical of the Trinity. 
They have no priests, submitting themselves to one Priest only, 
their Heavenly Father. 

Brotherly love to all is their chief virtue, and the stranger 
who comes into their villages is gladly fed and sheltered. The 
Doukhobortzi are almost without exception compassionate and 
helpful, kind even to animals, and severe in the observance ot 
duty towards elders; parents do not consider themselves higher 
than their children, but regard the latter as their spiritual equals. 
The only punishment is exclusion from the community and free
dom to leave it; yet even the exile and deserter are permitted to 
return if they show real repent ance. Before exiling one of their 
members, the custom is that the offender should be reminded of 
his duty first privately, then in the pre sence of two or three 
other members, and finally before the whole community. It is 
only when all these means have failed that a sentence of _exclu
sion is passed. 

The chief occupation is agriculture, though some merchants 
are to be, found among them. No official body exists, the com
munity ruling its own life, and no disorder or disunion is allowed. 
The family is ruled most strictly by the father, and in the event 
of his death by the eldest son, or, failing him, by the worthiest 
member of the household , 
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The first instruction of the child, at the dawn oflife, is given 
m prayer and the Scriptures ; and as soon as he knows some 
psalms and prayers the child takes his place in the prayer-h ouse. 
It is the duty of every member of the community to teach each 
child what is right and to correct him when necessary. Popular 
report acknowledges that it is as easy to distinguish a child of 
the Doukhobortzi from ordinary children, as to know wheat from 
grass. 

In the last quarter of the last century, Ouklain, a chief and 
teacher of the Molokans, during his wanderings reached the river 
Akhtouba in the Province of Astrakhan-a spot where the rich
ness of forest, steppe and river combines with the vast space and 
boundless horizon to form the typical beauty of Russian nature. 
To this spot fled the persecuted Molokans, and before long the 
propaganda of their purer creed spread among the isolated tribes 
of the Mordva and Chouvashi, the aborigines of the soil. Twenty 
years later, the whole region enclosed by the rivers Volga, 
Akhtouba and Altata, a fertile and secluded delta as large as that 
of the Amazon, was covered with Molokan villages. 

Quietly and calmly worked the peop le on their vast islands, 
travelling along the silent green water-ways between lake and 
river, past the vataga's, the fisher-stations on the Volga delta, 
around which the tropical flora mixes with th at of the north, and 
where in the undisturbed lagunas blooms the lotus, revered by 
the nomad Buddhists of Astrakhan. Many fishermen and work
men forsook the Greek Church and joined the new-comers. 

With scripture in hand and the "·word of God" in their 
hearts, the Molokans gained more and more ground and became 
truly "fishers of men " in that land of fisherm en, under a sky as 
pure and brilliant as that of Nazareth. 

In their own country the Doukhobortzi had for a long time 
as their chief a remarkable man named Gabriel Sorokin, a rich 
merchant of Alexandrof, who at last openly declared himse lf a 
Doukhoboretz; he was at once exiled to the Molochna, but 
continued his teaching there undaunted. 

The Molokans of Astrakhan-and especially in this local ity 
the governments and public reports apply this name equally to 
the Doukhobortzi-gave to the Minister of the Interior in 1805 
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the following account of their faith, which, if not the fullest, con
tains some of the chief dogmas held by those members of the 
sects living in this part of Russia. 

I. We look up only to Jesus, the Chief of the Faith, who 
is perfect. He, sitting at the right hand of God, is our only 
priest and bishop. 

2. We cross ourselves with the promise of the Holy 
Ghost, in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. 
Amen. 

3. We have spiritual baptism, as written in the Holy 
Scriptures, " He shall baptise you with the Holy Ghost " 
(Marki. 8). 

4. We pray as Christ ordered his disciples to pray in 
Luke xi. 2, and as the apostle directed the Ephesians in his 
Epistle to them, chap. vi. 18. 

5. Our temple is a temple not made by hands, as described 
in I. Corinth. iii. 16, and many other places in Scripture . 

6. Christ is our only saintly image. 
After giving many quotations from Scripture in justific ation 

of their beliefs, the Molokans humbly requested that the Greek 
priests should not be allowed to enter th eir houses, or impose on 
them the celebration of mass and other services. They stated 
that they recognised only the Son of God as priest, and could 
bow to none other ; that th eir baptism consisted of renunciation 
of sin, and th eir confessions were made to old and wise men in 
the presence of all their brethren, the Son of God being their 
Int ercessor. Their communion consisted ofr ight action and the 
keeping of God's decrees, and they considered as th eir church 
every place where they pray to God on bend ed knee and repeat 
the Lord's prayer. They held a pure man to _ be God's image. 
Marriage with them was a vow of pure wedded life, and to fast 
meant total abstinence often for a week or two. Milk was their 
chief food. Even the Government report adds: "The Molokans 
live and have lived quietly and obediently, giving no grounds for 
accusations of sedition." * 

This testimony from the local Govern ment, as well as the 
generous letter of the Emperor Alexand er I. (Blagosloryenni, 

• Report of the Governor of Astra.khan, 1805. No. 18, Archive Acts of 18n. 
;i 
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"the Blessed," as he was called), would seem to the impartial 
observer to prove that the only offence committed by these 
sister-sects-the purest and gentlest within the Russian nat ion, 
whose chief characteristics are patience and a forgiving disposi
tion-l ay in their having chosen, however imperfectly, the Inner 
Way to Christ. For two centuries, armed only with the 
weapons of resignation and faith, they have held out aga inst 
the attacks of a Church, which strangely enough persecutes 
them against its better nature; for neither the Russian clergy as 
a whole nor the nation professing Eastern Catholicism are 
zealous propagandists or stern fanatics. We have seen also that, 
in two cases at least, the Tzar's word has brought them relief 
and not condemnation. 

The real secret of the persecution lies in the fact that in 
Russia the Church and State are one-but how different now to 
the days of the Initiate Kings !-and that in consequence the 
highest interests of human life and faith are constantly sub or
dinated to political interests, and thus in time become stifled and 
devoid of vitality. No country in our own historical period has 
had such a heavy karma as Russia; and still her sons repeat the 
saying, "God loves those whom He tries." 

A RUSSIAN. 



TEHUT THE MASTER OF WISDOM . . 

IN the previous papers * we have end.eavoured to give some 
account of the Trismegistic literature in circulation among the 
Greeks, and to indicate its probable date and source. Let us 
now turn to the Egypt of the Egyptians and attempt to give 
some few indications of the nature of the mystery-tradition of 
that ancient land, in order to prove still furth er th at Hermes 
Trismegistus was no invention of the later Greeks. Not that we 
have any intention to treat the subject in any but a superficial 
manner, for unfortun ately our ignoranc e does not permit us to 
interrogate the records at first han d. We are therefore com
pelled to quote at second hand from those who can read the 
hieroglyphics. 

First of all let us see what the German scholar Pietschmannt 
has to tell us from the texts which he quotes in a setting of 
"orthodox" criticism which endeavours to trace the original of 
the Thrice-greatest to the concept of an "ibis-headed moon-god''! 

The first part of Pietschmann's treatise, to which we have 
several times already referred, is devoted to a consideration of 
what he calls the God Tex-Tel:mti among the Egyptians. Why 
Pietschmann should have chosen this double form in the title of 
the first subdivision of his work is not quite clear; nor is it 
quite evident why he prefers the form Tel)uti of the four variants 
Teh, T el)u, Tel)ut and T el::rnti. In this paper the form Tel)ut 
will be used, as it seems most probable that the Greek attempts 
at transliterating this Egyptian name were based upon this 
form.:j: 

• See my previous articles on the Hermetic Trea tises, the Trisme gist ic Litera
ture, and Hermes the Thrice- greatest, runnin g from December, 1898, onwards in this 
REVIEW . 

t Hermes Trismegistos, nach agyptischen, griec!iischen 1111d orientalischen Ubl!t'lieferimgen 
(Leipzig; 1875). 

t There were no less than eigh teen variants among the Greeks, such as Thoth, 
Taaut, etc. 
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Hor-Apollo tells us that the ibis was the symbol of T hoth 
as the " master of the heart and reason in all men," * and we 
have given previously some hint of the reas on why certain 
animals were sacred to Tel:rnt. 

And as Tel:mt, the Logos, was in the hearts of all, so was he 
the heart of the world whose life permeated all things. t 

Thus the temple, as the dwelling of the God, was reg arded 
as a model of the world, and its building as a copy af the world
building. And just as Tel).ut had ordained measure, numbe r and 
order in the universe, so was he the master-architect of the 
temple-building and of all the mystic monuments. Th us, as 
the ordering world-soul, a text addresses Tel;rnt as follows: 

"Thou art the great, the only God, the Soul of th e Be
coming."! 

To aid him in the world-ordering Tel).ut has a spouse 
Nehe-maut. She is, among the Gnostics, the Sophia-asp ect of 
the Logos, and seems to be connected with the Mot of the 
cosmogony of Sanchuniathon. She is presumably the Nat ure of 
our Trismegistic treatises. Together Tel).ut and Nehe-ma ut are 
the initiators of all order, rule, and law in the universe. 

Thus Tel).ut is especially the representat"ive of the Spir it, the 
Inner Reason of all things ; he is the Protector of all earthly 
laws, and every regulation of human society.§ Says a text : 

"His law is firmly established, like that of T el).ut."11 
As representative of the Reason immanent in the world, 

Tel).ut is the mediator throu gh whom the world is broug ht into 
manifest ation . He is th e Tongue of Ra, the Herald of the Will 
of Ra,, and the Lord of th e Sacred Spe ech. ** 

" \Vhat ema nates from the opening of his mouth , that 

• 1rct.CT1J, 1:ap8f.ac; Kat AoytCTµov 3ECT7rOT7),, p . 40 , ed. Le emans. 
t Der Gott, " de r in pantheistischer Anscha uungsweis e die ganze Welt beleh-

end durchdrang," writes Pietschmann, p . 14. . 
t Ple yte, Z eitschrift fi ir agvptische Sprache mid Altert!1u1mlm11de, 1867, ro . The 

text is taken fro m a papyrus in the Leyd en Museum. 
§ See P ietsch ma nn, p. 15. 
II From an ostra kon in the Louvre, De Horrack, Zeitsclirift fiir a. S. 11. A., 1868, 

2. And again at Denderah, th e King is said to "e stab lish the laws like Th oth the 
twice -great one ." See Diimichen, ibid., 1867, 74. 

,r Lepsius, EYSter Gotterkreis, Taf. 1, 2. Text S . 181. 
•• Brugsch, W orterb11ch, 803, and many other references . 
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cometh to pass; · he speaks, and it is his command; he the 
Source of Speech, the Vehicle of Knowledge, the Revealer of 
the Hidden." * 

Tetmt is thus the God ot writing and all the arts and 
sciences. On a monument of Seti I. he is called " Scribe of the 
nine Gods. He writes the truth of the nine Gods," and is called 
"Scribe of the King of Gods and men." 

Hence he is naturally inventor of the hieroglyphics and 
patron and protector of all temple archives .and libraries, and of 
all scribes. At the entrance of one of the halls of the Memnonium 
at Thebes, the famous "Library of Osymandias," called "The 
Great House of Life," we find the ibis-head ed Tel;mt as "Lord 
in the Hall of Books."t 

In the Ebers papyrus we read : " His guide is Te}:lut, who 
bestows on him the gift of his speech, who makes the books, 
and illumines those who are learned therein, and the physi
cians who follow him, that they may work cures." 

We have already seen that one of the classes of priests 
was devoted to the healing of the body, just as another was de
voted to the healing of the soul. 

These books are also called " The Great Gnoses of Te}:lut."+ 
Te}:lut was thus God of medicine, but not so much by drugs as 
by means of mesmeric methods and certain "magic formulre." 
Thus he is addressed as: " Tel:).ut, Lord of Heaven, who givest 
all life, all health."§ 

Moreover Te}:lut was also Lord of Rebirth ;II "Thou hast 
given life in the Land of the Living; Thou hast made them live 
in the Region of Flames; Thou hast given respect of thy counsels 
in the breasts and in the hearts of men-mortals, intelligences, 
creatures of light." 

• For a long list of references see Pietschmann in loco. I have so far copied some 
of these references, to show the reader that the statements of Pietschmann are 
based upon very ample authority, but in what follows I shall omit them. 

t op. cit., p. 16. 
t Compare this title "die grossen Erkentnisse des 'fel .mti," with the Coptic 

Codex Brucianu s. "Voici le livre des gnoses de !'Invisible divin." Amelineau, Notice 
mr le Papyrns Gnostique Bruce, p . 83 (Paris; 1891). See also Carl Schmidt, Gnostische 
Schriftm in koptischer Sprache a21s dem Codex Brucianus (Leipzig; 1892). 

§ Ibid., p. 20. 

II "Herr der Metempsychose," says Pietschmann, p . 23. 
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The Land of the Li ving was the invisible world, a glor ious 
land of ligh t and life for the seers of ancient Egypt. Mortals, 
Int elligenc es, Creatures of Light, were, says Pietschm ann, 
th e "thr ee grades of the Egyptian mysteries." * These grades 
were, one may assume from our treatises: (r) Morta ls-p roba 
tion ary pup ils who were instructed in the doctrine, but who 
had not yet realise d the inner vision ; (2) Intelligences-those 
who had done so and had become "men," tha t is to say who ha d 
received th e " Mind ," or in other words had reached the buddhic 
consciousness ; (3)' Beings (or Sons) of Light-those who had 
become one with the Light, that is to say those who haq rea ched 
th e nirvar:iic consciousness . 

How many books in anci ent Egypt treating of these holy 
things hav e disappeared is evident from the titles still preserv ed. 
Among them the most precious, perhaps, was the "Book of the 
Breath of Tel_iut," or the "Book of the Life-giving of T el_iut," 
in which was a description of the invisible world, th e ha lting 
plac es on the long journ ey of the soul. It treat ed of subj ects 
similar to those in th e so-called " Book of the Dead,'' and may 
have been one of its sources, for it was calle d par excellence the 
"Book of T el_iut," and told of that Light-Land "where the 
Silence lives.'' t 

And so much for what Pietschmann has to tell us of T el_iut 
as W isdom -god among the Egyptians . Doubtless in the future 
other scholars will have far more to say on th e subj ect, but so 
far Pietschmann's is th e best account from the pen of an ortho 
dox scholar. We will now tu rn to one who se views are con
sider ed heterod ox by conservative critics,+ but who has, so far, 
com e near er to the truth of the occult tradition than any ot her 
stud ent of the old Egyptian religion . 

The recent work of W. Marsham Adams§ deserves the 

• I bid., p. 24 n . 

t Ibid., p. 24. 

t See th e reviews of th e below-mentioned work in The Atlz111(8111t1, of Dec . 31st , 
1898, and The Academy, of Dec. 31st , 1898, and Jan. 7th, 1899. 

§ The Book of the Master, or The Egyptiai1 Doctrine of the Light born of the Virgin 
Mother (London; 1898), a sequel to his study entitled The House of the H idden Places, 
a Clue to the Creed of Early Egvpt fr om Egyptian Sources (London; 1895). 
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closest attention of every theosophical student. Not, however, 
that we think the author's views with regard to a number of 
points of detail, and especially with regard to the make-up of 
the great pyramid, are to be accepted in any but the most pro 
visional manner, for as yet we do not know what the real 
contents of the pyramid are; only a portion of its structure is 
known to us. The chief merit of the book before us is the really 
intuitional grasp of its author on the nature of the mystery 
cultus, apart from details, as derived from the texts, and especi
ally those of the Ritual or the so-called Book of the Dead, as 
Lepsius named it, setting a bad fashion which is not yet out of 
date. The Egyptian priests themselves, according to our 
author, called it The Book of the Master of the Secret House, the 
Secret House being, according to Mr. Adam, the great pyramid, 
otherwise called the "Light." 

In his Preface our author gives us clearly to understand 
that he regards the Wisdom of Egypt as forming the main 
background of some of the principal teachings of early 
Christianity, and all that we have written in these papers tends 
to show that Egypt was a most important source of the origins . 
But before we proceed to quote from the recent work of the 
former Fellow of New College, Oxford, whose recent death is 
regretted by all lovers of Egypt's Wisdom, we must enter a 
protest. 

Mr. Adams has severely handicapped his work; indeed he 
has destroyed nine-tenths of it s value by neglecting to append 
the necessary references to the texts which he cites. Such an 
omission is suicidal and indeed it would be impossible for us to 
quote Mr. Adams, were it not at the end of a series of papers 
in which we have undesignedly (for we had written all but this 
last _ paper prior to the appearance of the volume in question), 
led up to Mr. Adams' position. Not by any means that our 
author has trav ersed the same ground ; he has not even men
tioned the name of the Thrice-greatest one, and seems to be 
ignorant of his treatises. Mr. Adams claims to have arrived at 
his conclusions solely from the Egyptian texts themselves and to 
have been confirmed in his ideas by personal inspection of the 
monuments. In fact, he considers it a waste of time to pay 
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attention to any thing written in Greek about Egyptian ideas, 
and speaks of " th e distortion and misrepres enta tion wherein 
th ose ideas were involved, when filtered throu gh the highly 
imaginative, but singularly unobserva nt intellect of Gre ece." * 
Thus we hav e a wr iter attacking the same problem from a 
totally different standpoint and yet reaching very similar conclu
sions-yet another proof of how things do seem to fit in a 
marvellous manner in all theosophical investigations. 

The Holy Land of those who had gone out from the body , 
wat ered by the Celestial Nile, the River of Heaven, of which the 
earthly river was but a symbol, as we have alr eady seen, was 
divided into three regions, or states : (r) Rust a, the territory of 
Initiation; (2) Aahlu, th e t erritory of Illumination; and (3) 
Amen ti, the place of union with the unseen Father.t This agrees 
with what we hav e already written about these grades of the 
mysteries ; initiation int o the manasic, buddhic and atmic con 
sc10usness. 

· " In the religion of Egypt, the deepes t and most fascinating 
mystery of antiquity, th e visible creat ion, was concei ved as the 
counterpart of the unseen world.:j: And the substance consis ted 
not of a mere vague belief in the life beyond the grave, but in 
tracing out the Path whereby the Just, when the portal of the 
tomb is lifted up, § pa sses throu gh the successive stages of 
Initiation, of Illuminati on, and of Perfection, necessary to fit 
him for an endless union with Light, the Great Creator." 11 

Thus we are told that at a certain point in Aahlu, the terri
tory of illumination, th e Osirified, the purified soul, has achieved 
the "P assage of the Sun "-that is to say, has passed beyond • 
the mind-plane-he opens the Gates of the Celestial Nile and 
receives the Atf-crown of Illumination, "fashioned after the 
form of th e Zodiacal light, the glory of the supreme heaven." 
This is presumably the crown of lives referred to in our treatises , 

* Op, cit,, pref, V. 

t Ibid ., p . 13. 

t The ima ge-doctrine of our treatises. 
§ This is an error, initiation consisted in just the fact that the after-death con 

sciousness was realised in the body, while a man still lived. 
11 Ibid., p. 24. 
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which he receives in the sphere called "eighth," and with which 
he goes to the Father. 

The guide and conductor through all these grades was 
Thoth the Eternal Wi!:.dom ;* and we are told that : 

" Thoth, the Divine Wisdom, clothe s the spirit of the 
justifi ed a million times in a garment of true linen, of that sub
st ance, that is to say, which by its purity and its brilliancy reminds 
us of th e mantles, woven out of rays of light, wherewith the 
sun enwraps th e earth afresh each day as she rotates before him : 
just as the soul of man is invest ed with new radiance each time 
that he turns to the pres ence of his Creator." Again," in the 
harmonious proportion of the universe," the Egyptians saw "the 
Eternal Wisdom, Thoth, 'the Mind and Will of God.' "t 

We have seen that Pietschmann considers the original 
of T elpat, the God of Wisdom, to be nothing more than the 
ibis-headed moon god, thus intentionally deriving the origin of 
the Great Initiator from what he .considers to be the crude 
beginnings of primitive ideas. But Thoth was the Great 
Reckoner, the recorder of the Balance of Justice, the Teller of 
the Karmic Scales. Now the time-recorder for the Egyptians 
was the moon, " for if we consider the motion of the moon 
relatively to the sun, we shall find that the time that it takes in 
covering a space equal to its own disc is just an hour. 
Now, that measure of the 'Hour' was peculiarly sacred in 
Egypt: each of the twenty-four which elapse during a single 
rotation of the earth being consecrated to its own particular 
deity, twelve of light and twelve of darkness. 'Explain the God 
in the Hour,' is the demand made of the adept in the Ritual 
when standing in the Hall of Truth. And that God in the Hour, 
we learn, was Thoth, the 'Lord of the Moon and the Reckoner 
of the Universe.' "+ 

Again, with regard to the moon phases, the first day of the 
lunar month was called "the concept10n of the moon,'' the 
second its "birth," and so on step by step till it was full. Now 
the time of all lower initiations was the full moon. Thus " in 
the lunar representations on the walls of the temple of Denderah 

* Ibid., pp. 14, 15. t Ibid., p. 23. t Ibid., p. 30 , 
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we have fourteen st eps leading up to the fifteenth or highest, 
whereon was enthron ed Thoth, the Lord of the Moon." * 

For some such re asons was TeJ:iut called Lord of the Moon, 
not that th e moon gave birth to the idea of TeJ:i.ut. We 
must not seek for th e origin of the Wisdom tradition in its lowest 
symbols. For in th e inscription on th e coffin of Ankhnes -Ra
N eferab-th at is of her "whos e life was the Sacred Hear t of 
Ra "-we read, "Thy name is the Moon, the He art of Silence, 
the Lord of the Un seen World " t- of the spac e " as far as the 
moon," or the "sublun ary region," as the old books say, the first 
after-de ath st at e, where souls are purified from earthly stain s. 

The end set before the neophyte was illumin ation, and the 
whole cult and discipline and doctrin es insisted on this one way 
to wisdom. The religion of Egypt was essentially the Reli gion 
of the Light. 

But " most characteristic of all was the omnipotent and all
dominating sense of the fatherhood of God, producing the fami
liar and in some respects even joyous aspect which the Egyp t ian 
imparted to the idea of death." And "to the sense which the 
priests at least possessed, both of the divine personality and of 
their own ultimate union with the personal deity [the Logos], 
far more probably than to any artificial pretension to a supposed 
exclusiveness, may be ascribed the mystery enshrouding their 
religion."+ 

And as Light was the Father of the Religion of Illumination 
so was Life, his consort or syzygy, the Mother of the Religion 
of Joy. " Life was the centre, the circumfer ence, the totalit y of 
Good. Life was the sceptre in the hand of Amen ; life was the 
richest 'gift of Osiris.' 'Be not ungrateful to thy Creator,' says 
the sage Ptah-Hotep, in what is perhaps the oldest document in 
existence, 'for he has given thee life.' 'l am the Fount of 
Light,' says the Creator in the Ritual. ' I pierce the darkness. 
I make clear the path for all; the Lord of Joy.'"§ Or again, as 
the postulant prays to the setting sun : " 0 height of Love, thou 
openest the double gate of the Horizon." II 

* Ibid., p. 194 t I bid , p. 16 1. 

§ Ibid., p. 36. 

t I bid. , pp . r8, 20 . 

11 Ibid., p. 153. 

.. 
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Here we have the full doctrin e of th e Light and L ife which is 
. th e keynote of our treatises. Again, the doctrine of the endless 
turning of th e spheres, which " end where th ey begin," in the 
words of The Shepherd, is shown in th e great fourth year fes
tival of Hep-Tep or" Completion-Beginning," when "th e revo
lution and the rotation of our planet were simultaneously com
pleted and begun afresh."* 

That the ancient templ es of initi ation in Egypt were models 
of the " Heave nly J eru salem, " to use a Jew ish Gnostic term, or, 
in other words, of the type of th e world-building, we have already 
seen. Thus it is with int erest that we read the remarks of Mr. 
Adams on the temple of Denderah (or Annu), rebuilt several titnes 
according to the anc ient plans, and an important centre of the 
myst ery-cultus . The temple was dedicated to Hat-Hor, whose 
ancient title was th e Virgin-Mother. 

" In the centre of the temple is the Hall of the Altar, with 
entrances opening east and west; and beyond it lies the great 
hall of the temple entitled the ' Hall of the Child in his Cradle,' 
from whence access is obtained to the secret and sealed shrine 
entered once a year by the high priest, on the night of mid
summer." t 

There were also various other halls and chambers each 
bearing a distinctive name, " bearing reference, for the most 
part, to the Mysteries of the Light and of a divine Birth." We 
have _ such names as: Hall of the Golden Rays, Chamber of 
Gold, Chamber of Birth, Dwelling of the Golden One, Chamber 
of Flames. -

Now as the famous planisphere of Denderah:._a wall
painting transferred bodily from the templ@ to Paris, early in the 
present century-" contains the northern and southern points, we 
are enabled to correlate the parts of that picture with the various 
parts of the temple, and thereby to discover a striking corres
pondence between the different parts of the inscription and the 
titles of the chambers and halls occupying relative positions."; 

Thus we have in the plan isphere corresponding to the halls 
and chambers such names as : Horus, the Entrance of the Golden 
H eavens, the Golden Heaven of Isis, Horizon of Light, Palace 

* Ibid., p. 37. t Ibid ., p. 71. t Ibid., p. 7.5. 
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Chamber of Supreme Light, Heavenly Flame of Burning Gold. 
" And as the chief hall of the temple was the Hall of the Child 
in his Cradle, so the chief representation on the planisphere is 
the holy Mother with the divine Child in her arms. " 

Now the great mystery of Egypt was the second birth , the 
" Birth of Horus." In the Virgin of the World, a long fragment 
of the lost Trismegistic tr eatise , The Sacred Book, preserve d by 
Stobreus, Isis says to Horus : I will not tell of this birt h ; I 
must not, mighty Horus, reveal the origin of thy race, lest men 
should know in the futur e the generation of the Gods." * Of 
the nature of this rebirth we are already familiar from our four 
treatises. But in spite of such clear indications th e mystery of 
the Golden Horus has not been revealed. 

In another passage from the same bookt Isis decl ares 
that the sovereignty or kingship of philosophy is in the 
hands of Arnebeschenis. This transliterated Egyptian name 
is given by Pietschmann+ as originally either Hor neb en 
xennu (Horus the Lord of xennu), or as Hor nub en xennu (the 
Golden Horus of xennu). His hieroglyph was the golden hawk, 
who flies nearest the sun, and gazes upon it with unwinking eyes, 
a fit symbol for the new-born, the "man" illuminate. 

Indeed, says Mr. Adams, " throughout the sacred writings ot 
Egypt, there is no doctrine of which more frequent mention is 
made than that of a divine birth."§ 

In what circle of ideas to place the Birth of Horus the 
Theosophical student may perhaps glean from the following 
interesting passage of our author: 

"In the Teaching of Egypt, around the radiant being, 
which in its regenerate life could assimilate itself to the glory of 
the Godhead, was formed the ' Khaibit,' or luminous atmosphere, 
consisting of a series of ethereal envelopes, at once shading and 
diffusing its flaming lustre, as the earth's atmosphere shades and 
diffuses the solar rays. And at each successive transformati on 
(Ritual lxxvii.-lxxxvii.) it descended nearer to the moral 

• See Menard, op. cit., p . 199. 
t See Stobreus, Physica, i., 485 (ed. Gaisford; Oxford, 1850). 
i op. ut .• p. 44. 
§ Ibid., p. 89. 
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[? normal] conditions of humanity. From the form of the 
golden hawk, the semblanc e of the absolute divine substance of 
the one eternal self-existe nt being, it passes to the 'Lord of 
Time,' the image of the Creator, since with the creation time 
began. Presently it assumes the form of a lily [lotus] , the 
vignette in th e Ritual representing the head of Osiris enshrined 
in that flower; the Godhead manif ested in the flesh coming 
forth from immaculate purity. 'I am the pure lily,' we read, 
'coming forth from the lily of light. I am the source of illumina
tion and the channel of th e breath of immortal beauty. I bring 
the messages; Horus accomplishes them.' Later the soul passes 
into the form of the urreus, 'the soul of the earth.' 
And finally it assumes the semblance of a crocodile; becoming 
subject, that is, to the passions of humanity. For the human 
passions, being part of the nature wherein man was originally 
created, are not intrinsically evil, but only become evil when 
insubordinate to the soul.'' * 

And not only was the deity worshipped as the source of 
Light and Life, but also as the fount of Love. " I am the fount 
of Joy,'' says the Creator in the Ritual, and when the Atf
crown of illumination is set upon the head of the triumphant 
candidate after accomplishing the "Passage of the Sun," as 
referred to above, th e hymn proclaims that " north and south of 
that crown is Love." + Into this Love the catechumen was 
initiated from the Secret Scroll, whose name is thus given in one 
of the copies : "This Book is the Greatest of Mysteries. Do 
not let the eye of anyone look upon it-that were an abomina
tion. The Book of the Master of the Secret House is its name."+ 

The whole conception of the doctrine exposed in its chapters 
is instruction in Light and Life. 

But are we to suppose that the majority were really in
structed in this wisdom, for we find it customary to wrap up 
some chapters of this Secret Scroll with almost every mummy ? 

* Ibid., pp. 163, 164. The doctrine of the passions here set forth is identical 
with the view we enunciated in commenting on Th e ShBpherd. 

t Ibid., p. 95. 

t Ibid., p . 96. The title seems to be found only in the latest recension of tlie 
twenty-sixth Saite dynasty-the time of our King Ammon-but cert ainly no better 
one can be suggested . ,, 

• 
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By no means. It seems to me that there are at least three phases 
in the use of this scripture and in the process of degeneration from 
knowledge to superstition which can be so clearly traced in the 
history of Egypt. First there was the real instruction, followed 
by initiation whi le living; secondly, there was the recitation of 
the instruction over the uninitiated dead to aid the soul of the 
depart ed in the middle passage; and thirdly, there was the 
burying a chapter or series of chapters of the Book of the Master 

as a talisman to protect the defunct, when in far later times the 
true meaning of the words written in the sacred characters had 
been lost, and they were superstitiously regarded as magical 
" words of power." 

The recitation of some of the chapters over the dead body 
of the uninitiated, however, is not to be set down as a useless 
superstition, but was a very efficacious form of " prayers for the 
dead." After a man's decease he was in conscious cont act with 
the unseen world, even though he may have been sceptica l of 
its existence, or at any rate unfit to be taught its real nature, 
prior to his decease. But after the soul was freed from the 
pris on of the body, even the uninitiated was in a condition to be 
instructed on the nature of the path he then perforce must 
travel. But as he could not even then read the hieroglyphics of 
the sacred tongue, the initiated priest recited the passages. 

"For the doctrine contained in those mystic writings wa s 
nothing else than an account of the Path pursued by the Just 
when, the bonds of the flesh being loosed, he passed thro ugh 
stage after stage of spiritual growth -th e Entrance on Light, the 
Instruction in Wisdom, the Second Birth of the Soul, the In 
struction in the Well of Life, the Ordeal of Fire, and the Justifi
fication in Judgm ent ; until, illumined in the secret Truth an d 
adorned with the jewels of Immortality, he became indissolubly 
united with Him whose name, says the Egyptian Ritual, is 
Light, Great Creator."* 

It should, however, be remembered that this must not be 
taken in its absolute sens e even for the initiate, much less for 
the uninitiated. For even in the mystic schools themselves, as 
we have seen from our treatises, there were three modes in which 

• Ibid., pp. 103, 104 . 
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knowledge could be communicated - " By simple instruction, by 
distant vision, or by personal participation."* For indeed there 
were many phases of being, many steps of the great ladder, each 
in ever greater fulness embracing the stages mentioned, each a 
reflection or copy of a higher phase. 

Thus, for example, " the solemn address, described in the 
Sai-an-Sinsin, of the ' Gods in the House of Osiris,' followed by 
the response of the 'Gods in the House of Glory '-the joyous 
song of the holy departed who stand victorious before the 
judgment-seat, echoed triumphantly by the inner chorus of their 
beloved who have gone before them into the fuln ess of life " t 
must be taken as indicative of several stages. Such, for instance, 
as the normal union of the man's consciousness with that of his 
higher ego, after exhausting his spiritual aspirations in the 

·intermediate heaven-world - this is the joining the "those-that -
are " of The Shepherd treatise, in other words, the harvest of 
those past lives of his that are worthy of immortality ; or again 
the still higher union of the initiated with the Mind, the buddhic 
plane; or again the still sublimer union of the Master with the 
nirva1~ic consciousness ; and so on to still greater glories. 

Thus we are told that the new twice-born, on his initiation, 
"clothed in power and crowned with light, traverses the abodes 
or scenes of his former weakness, there to discern, by his own 
enlightened per(?eption, how it is ' Osiris who satisfies the 
balance of him who rules the heavens'; to exert in its supernal 
freedom his creative will, now the lord, not the slave of the 
senses; and to rejoice in the just suffering which wrought his 
Illumination and Mastery.":/: 

But higher and still higher he has yet to soar beyond earth 
and planets and even beyond the sun, "across the awful chasms 
of the unfathomable depths to far-off Sothis, the land of eternal 
dawn, to the ante-chamber of the infinite morning."§ 

Many other passages of great beauty and deep interest could 
we quote from the pages of Mr. Marsham Adams' illuminative 
study, but enough has been said for our purpose. The Wisdom 
of Egypt was -the main source of our treatises without a doubt. 
Even if only one-hundredth part of what our author writes were 

* Ibid., p. 148. I Ibid., p. I20, t Ibid., p. 185. § Ibid. , p. I86. 
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the truth , our case would be established ; and if Egypt did not 
teach this Wisdom, then we must perforce bow down before Mr. 
Adams as the inventor of one of the most stupendous religions of 
the universe. But the student of occultism knows that it is not 
an invention, and though, if he be a scholar at the same time, he 
cannot but regret that Mr. Adams has omitted his references, he 
must leave the critics to one or other of the horns of the 
dilemma : they must either declare that our author has invented 
it all and pay homage to what in that case would be his sublime 
genius, or admit that the ancient texts themselves have insp ired 
Mr. Adams with these ideas. And if this be a foretaste of wh at 
Egypt has preserved for us, what may not the future revea l to 
continued study and sympathetic interpretation! 

G. R. s. MEAD. 

PARADISE REFUSED 

WHAT can we conceive of the first Eden which we might not yet win 
back if we chose? It was a place full of flowers, we say. Well, the 
flowers are always striving to grow wherever we suffer them; and the 
fairer the closer. There may, indeed, have been a fall of flowers, as a fall 
of man ; but assuredly creatures such as we are can now fancy nothing lovelier 
than roses and lilies, which would grow for us side by side, leaf overlap ping 
leaf, till the earth was white and red with them, if we cared to have it so. 
And Paradise was full of pl easant shades and fruitful avenues. Well what 
hinders us from covering as much of the world as we' like with plea sa nt 
shade, and pure blossom, and goodly fruit ? Who forbids its valleys to be 
covered over with corn till they laugh and sing? Who pr events its dark 
forests, ghostly and uninhabitable, from being changed into infinite orcha r ds, 
wreathing the hills with frail-floralled snow, far away to the half-ligh ted 
horizon of April, and flushing the face of all the autumnal earth with glow 
of clustered food ? But Paradise was a place of peace, we say, and all the 
animals were gentle servants to us. Well, the world would yet be a pl ace 
of peace if we were all peacemakers, and gentle service should we have of 
its creatures if we gave them gentle mastery. But so long as we make 
sport of slaying bird and beast, so long as we choose to contend rather with 
our fellows than with our faults, and make battlefields of our meadows 
instead of pastures-so long , truly, the flaming sword will still turn every 
way, and the gates of Eden remain barred close enough till we have 
sheathed the sharper flame of our own passions, and broken down the 
closer gates of our own hearts.-] OHN RusKIN. 

• 
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'CHRYSOSTOMOS: A PLATONIC DIALOGUE 

PERSONS OF THE DIALOGUE 

AGATHON, who is the narrator of the dialogue to DELIOS. 
CHRYSOSTOMOS. GORGIAS. BASILIOS. 

SCENE : The House of Chrysostomos in an Avenue by the Public Garden to 

the north-west of Athens . 

PLACE OF THE NARRATION: The Gymnasium in the south of Athens . 

DELIOS. Do you remember, Agathon, that when I saw you 
last we were speaking of a method of so employing the period of 
sleep that it might not be fruitless? I asked you, if you should 
meet with Chrysostomos, to request from him what he might 
be willing to tell of this matter. Have you yet seen the 
philosopher ? 

AGATHON. I have both seen the philosopher, Delios, and 
have received instruction. 

DELIOS. While, then, we are resting between the exercises, 
I wish that you would impart to me, as exactly as you can, what 
you heard. For the words of the wise ought by no means to be 
concealed, but ought rather to be spread abroad. 

AGATHON. I will begin at the beginning and endeavour to 
repeat the entire conversation. 

DELIOS. But first inform me, 0 Agathon, where you met 
the philosopher and how you opened the affair to him. 

AGATHON. I had occasion to repair to the house of Chry
sostomos on a matter connected with my office, which, as you 
know, concerns certain books; and having transacted my busi
ness I went into an inner room, for they told me that Chrysos
tomos would shortly come in. Presently, indeed, he entered, 

4 
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and having been told by someone that I desired to speak with 
him, when we had salut ed each other he himself enquired of me 
what I wished to ask. Upon this I said : " It has been told 
me, Chrysostom os, that among the mysteries which you do not 
refuse to impart to those who are seeking after wisdom, ther e is 
a teaching which explains what happens to the soul when the 
body is wrapped in sleep. Now I do not believe that the Gods will 
that so great a part of a man 's life should be useless, and his 
soul so long steeped in oblivion. If, therefore, there be a method 
of employing thos e hours of slumb er, and if it be not unla wful 
to ask it, I pray you to instruct me therein. And certain of my 
friends also desire to know this." 

"There is a method," said Chrysostomos, " and it is not so 
great a mystery. But tell me why you desire to know it. I s it 
from curiosity, · or for what other reason ? " 

"There are some, Chrysostomos," I replied, "whom I 
heartily desire to help, and since I can but scantily serve th em 
while I wake, I would fain find means to help them at some other 
time." 

"You are right," he said, "nor could you have a bet t er 
reason. But as for those who pry into these things merely from 
an inquisitive fancy, or because they would have their will on 
th eir enemies, it is not well to aid them to injure both th em 
selves and other s. You have heard ," he continued, "that be
sides this outer gar ment of the soul, which you see and tou ch, 
it has several other inner vestures ? " 

" I have hear d," I replied, "that many bodies surround the 
soul, as the coats of an on ion cover it s heart, so that the soul 
its elf is conc ealed beneath a succession of wrappings." 

"Say rather the soul surrounds many bodies ; but I love not 
these unsavoury simil es," said Chrysostom os, smiling. "More
over, your illustration is not exact, since these 'coats' of the 
soul ar e not in layers, the one over the oth er, but interpenetra te, 
the more subtle through the more dense. Now, where a ma n' s 
consciousness is most active there is he awake, but in regard to 
other things and conditions he may be said to be asleep. Do 
you agree to this ? " 

" I agree." 
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" Know then, Agathon, that this falling asleep is nothing but 
the consciousness of the man forsaking his most dense vehicle 
and becoming active in a more subtle. But since men of the 
ordinary sort do not fully know how to employ even the vehicle 
next in density to this outer one, or how to inhabit even the next 
sphere to this (as for the most part they sink themselves in follies 
and trivial pursuits), so they are not actively conscious in their 
more subtle vehicle, but remain heedless of the world about them; 
as it were in a dream. Yet not so much as that they may not go 
whither they desire, and in a manner do what they desire, if but 
they heartily desire it. For they can awake to what they desire." 

"Is desire then so powerful?" 
" When it is transformed into will; for will is the secret of 

all power. Those only cannot attain who do not know how to 
will. He who knows how to will, and also how not to will, has 
become a God." 

"Then, since I so much desire it, can I go forth at night 
to help?" 

" You can if you use your will." 
" But I think that I do not know how to use my will, if 

indeed I have any will to use." 
"Perchance you have more than you think. But as to 

using it, how then do you accomplish anything ? " 
"By Apollo, Chrysostomos, I hardly know." 
" Let us take an example. If it occurs to you to do a cer

tain thing, such as to go to any place, how do you proceed ? By 
thinking about it, or by not thinking about it?" 

"By thinking about it, of course." 
"And in what manner? " 
"First, I suppose, I think that I can do it, and then I 

firmly intend it in my mind. And having considered the end of 
my journey, and determining upon it, I set out." 

" Do you suppose that will is always of the same nature, or 
can it alter its nature ? " 

"It must be always of the same nature." 
"Its use, then, will be always the same? " 
" How not ? " 
"It seems to follow, then, that if you wish to go forth dur-
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ing your sleep you have only to think that you can do it, to 
consider it stedfastly in your mind, and, determining upon it, you 
will set out." 

"This seems, indeed, to be the inference." 
" And this, my dear friend, is the truth. You see that the 

way is neither difficult nor mysterious; for the necessary thing 
is only strongly to intend your mind upon your purpose immedi
ately before you wish to go." 

" Will you explain to me exactly in what manner I should 
think of it ? " 

"Is there anything further to explain ? When you go to 
rest, having offered a libation and made an invocation to 
Hermes, the conductor of souls upon this road, or to which ever 
God you prefer, first of all endue a cloak to protect you during 
your journey. Employ then all your powers in thinking of the 
one whom you desire to reach and in determining to help him. 
Maintain this thought in your mind until you fall asleep; where
upon very swiftly you will arrive at your destination." 

"And is this a feat which I myself could accomplish to-night, 
or is it a thing which one must essay every night, counting him
self fortunate if he achieve it after several years? " 

" You may achieve it to-night, in the space of a few 
moments." 

Thus spoke Chrysostomos to me, positively asserting this . 
DELIOS. This seems to me a marvellous thing, Agath on, 

but it is no less delightful than marveJlous, and I shall certainly 
attempt it. But what should the philosopher mean by his dir ec
tion about a cloak? F or how could a woollen garment en
wrap an immaterial body ? 

AGATHON. He did not, as I imagine, mean a cloak ot 
earthly texture, any more than by the libation he could have in
tended the pouring out of wine. But doubtless he referred to a 
method which is adopted by the wise in these matters to prot ect 
themselves from evil daimons. And instead of a libation he 
spoke of an offering more difficult and more dear to the Gods. 

DELIOS. I understand what you mean. But go on, I pray 
you, to tell me what else you heard. 

AGATfiON. After this I asked Chrysostomos whether the 
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resolve to go forth and help, to be effective, must be thought 
upon just before falling asleep. 

" It must be," he replied. 
"Then if a man were to omit that, how much soever he 

might at other times determine to help his friend, his will would 
be fruitless ? " 

" It would not be fruitless," said he, "inasmuch as a deter
mination to help another is never fruitless. But if you did not 
use your will, as I have explained to you, just before you slept , 
you would not reach your friend. You would remain in your 
subtle vehicle near your dense body, thinkin g about helpin g him 
at some future time." 

"Apollo deliver me, " I cried, "from such a waste of time! 
And that I may no further waste yours, Chrysostomos, let me 
now depart, heartily thanking you for what you have told me." 

"But is there nothing more," said he, "that you wish to 
ask?" 

" Many things, " I replied, "but I would not willingly be 
troublesome." 

"My friend, it will not be troublesome," said Chrysostom os. 
"Ask on, and let me answer what I ean." 

"Tell me, then," I said, "whether it is nec essary for a man, 
before going, to determine upon some particul ar manner of help
ing, or upon some special thing to do for his friend ? " 

"Not at all necessary," he replied. 
"Then when I reach my friend shall I know what it is best 

to do for him~'' 
"My dear Agathon," said Chrysostomos, "do you not 

imagine that in the subtle vehicle of your soul you are abl e to 
see with far greater clearness, and understand much better what 
it is best to do, than hampered by this dense one ? You will 
immediately discover what is desirable and proc eed to do it." 

" And what manner of service could one render ? " 
" If the mind of your friend be troubled or his heart dis

tressed you will bring him consolation and peace. If you should 
find him sick or weary you will give him str eng th and healing . 
If evil creatures approach him you will cause them to depart . 
Many are the things that you may do." 
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Now we had heard voices and footsteps in the court, and 
here we were interrupted by a slave, who came to announce that 
they had prepared supper. 

" Come," said Chrysostomos to me, " if you disdain not so 
frug al a meal, come and partake of it, and if you wish to speak 
more of these thin gs we can continue the conversation." 

Accordingly we went into the dining-room, and there we 
found Gorgias and Basilios, who had returned from the Pala istra 
while we were talking. Both of them you know, Delios , do 
you not? 

DELIOS. Is it not that Gorgias who is so learned in the 
wisdom of the ancients, an d who has written many admir able 
treatises upon the great philosophers ? 

AGATHON. The same, and an old companion of Chry
sostomos. 

DELIOS. And Basilios is a disciple of Chrysostomos, is he 
not? 

AGATHON. Yes. He is but a youth; nevertheless, wiser in 
strange knowledge than many of his elders. 

DELIOS. As who ought not to be, having such an instructor? 
AGATHON. You say right, Delios. When, therefore, I had 

saluted these two, we reclined -and began to eat. 
DELIOS. Was it philosophers' fare ? 
AGATHON. Such as Pythagoras had approved, But I for 

my part could pay little heed to the repast, for my mouth was 
less hungry than my ears; and as I was reclining next to Chry
sostomos I continued to question him. 

DELIOS. What more, 0 Agathon, did you ask? 
AGATHON. I asked him if there were not to be found men 

who were fully conscious in their subtle body and by no means 
dreaming in it. 

" Most certainly," he replied. 
" What is the difference," I said, " between being thus fully 

awake and being able to reach and help a man as you have been 
explaining to me ? '' 

" The difference is this : as you now are you can reach your 
friend, and while you are helping him you will be wide awake. 
But having done for him all that you can do you will relapse 
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into dreams, and so remain until the next opportunity of helping 
him. Whereas if you were fully awak ened, aft er having at
tended to your friend you would go to some other person, and 
thus continually find som ething to do." 

"And to become fully awak ened, what mor e is needed? " 
I asked. 

" Did you not ga in a priz e for runnin g, Agathon, at the 
Pythian gam es ? " said Chrysostom os. 

" Yes," I answer ed. " I gained the first priz e two years 
ago ." 

"And next year you int end, as I hav e heard, to become a 
comp etito r in th e Pent athlon ? " 

"Y es, Chryso stomos." 
"Then you can tell me th e difference between th e prepara 

tion required for the race and that necessary for th e Pen
tathlon?" 

" For the Pentathlon, naturally, a much longer training, and 
a more complete one, is necessary, since different qualiti es are 
demanded for the additional exercises." 

"So is it with the matter about which you are asking. He 
who would be completely conscious in his subtle vehicle must 
develope in himself certain necess ary qualities, and to do this a 
stricter training is required." 

" But at once and without more training I could go to my 
friend and help him ? " 

"As I have said." 
" And those to whom we go in this manner, can they know 

it ? " 
" They may know it." . 
"Yes," said Gorgias; " I knew a certain man who thus 

went to visit his friend that was sick. He was seen and recog
nised not only by his friend but by oth ers who were with the sick 
man." 

I asked how this could be. 
"Either," said Chrysostomos, "those who saw him used 

not the eyes of thei r dense body, but a subtler and more piercing 
sight, or the man himself when he was th ere assumed a dense 
body which ordinary sight could see." 
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"How," said Basilios, "if the dense body were to awake 
while the man was away, would the man suddenly vanish from 
the sight of his friend ? " 

"Yes," replied Chrysostomos, "he must at once disappear." 
"And without doubt," said Gorgias, "his friend would con

clude the whole to be nothing but a dream." 
"Chrysostomos," I asked, "would there be many ill things 

to be met ? Are there not swarms of evil daimons infesting the 
air, which a man must encounter and subdue? Though craven 
inde ed were he who would not withstand the Eumenides them
selves for the sake of helping his friend." 

"Doubtless," said he, "there are many such daimons, yet 
there is nothing th at can resist a determined will. But a man 
not yet fully awakened in his subtle body would pass through 
the midst of th em as th ough they were not there, and reach his 
destination without even having seen them." 

By this time supper was ended and we rose from the 
couches. I thanked Chrysostomos with due reveren ce for his 
instruction ; and having saluted the company departed to my 
home. 

DELIOS. And as the exercises are over, we must go. But 
do you, Agathon, since our road is the same, walk with me, that 
we may speak more of this . 

AGATHON. Most willingly. Let us go. 

AGATHA LEIGH, 
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NATURAL LAW IN THE SPIRITUAL WORLD 

IF we look broadly at the history of religion in the western 
world, that is t0 say the history and development of the Christian 
Church and Christian theology, we find it marked by one funda
mental all-controlling principle-the principle of supernaturalism. 

It is not merely that Christianity claims to be a supernaturally 
revealed religion, that it claims for its founder an altogether 
unique position as a divine incarnation, isolated and differentiated 
from all possible human experience in the past or in the future, 
or that it arrogates to itself an entire monopoly of miraculous 
evidence; but the fundamental principle which has dominated 
the whole of its conceptions and its dogma, which has been at 
one and the same time the source both of its strength and of its 
weakness, has been the conception of the so-called spiritual 
world as a region of experience and action utterly unconnected 
with the facts of the so-called natural world; a region separate, 
apart, unknown save by special revelation, and unreachable save 
through the portals of the grave. 

Thus the Christian Church has made itself the great exception 
in human experience and human knowledge; and by that fact it 
has even been compelled in very self-defence to combat the 
natural, and in the end irresistible, evolution of the intellectual 
and rational faculty in man. The history of Christianity is 
the history of one long conflict between supernaturalism and 
rationalism; and whatever we may think of the position to-day, 
however much we may welcome the signs of rationalism within 
the Protestant Church itself, the fact remains, that, for all 
practical purposes, for all that the Christian Church exists as an 
organisation, or for all that it can put forward as spiritual truth, it 
is to-day, and must be-if it would maintain itself on the basis of 
those traditions to which alone it owes its existence-a super-
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natural cult, a miraculously and divinely revealed schem e for the 
salvation of hum an ity. 

I speak bot h of th e Roman and of the Protestant Church. 
T o th e Roman Church we owe the inception and imposi t ion 
of that unlovely theology and th ose monstrous claims which for 
so many centuri es have choked the intellectual growt h of the 
western nations, and sent the most glorious repres ent atives of 
reason and liberty to exile or the stake. To the claim of super
natur al origin the Rom an Church has added the claim of her 
own supernatural infallibility from century to century. Th is is 
th e great element of her strength, it is also the on": facto r whic h 
will assuredly leave her a stranded wreck, far in the rear of the 
great onward march of human evolution, for it fixes her im
movably to th e past. It has been her strength because the 
principl e of authority is readily exercise d over a certa in clas s ot 
egos at a certain stage of evolution. The supernatural auth ority 
claimed by the Church of Rom e, combine d with the temp oral 
power which she was able to wield, and the ever-potent 
forces of human ambition and greed, enabled her to dominate the 
whole religious and political western world for centuries. But 
that is past history; and so surely as the Church of Rome would 
seek to maint ain the doctrines and principl es which were once 
her strength, so surely will they prove to be merely the weak
ness and senili ty of her old age. 

And what shall we say of the Prot estant Church ? The 
Protestant Reformation was a protest against the claims of the 
Roman Church to supernatural authority. But did it int ro
duce any more rational element into the fundamental concep
tions of the nature of the spiritual world? It did not. It simply 
fell back upon the Bible as the test and crit erion of truth. It 
was, and is to-day, rooted in supernaturalism, and has fought, 
and is fighting to-day, for its very life against th e rational element 
in Biblical criticism. It has had to give up many of its once 
cherished doct rines in face of the irresistible weight of scienti fic 
discovery; but in spite of the teachings of a few, a very few, of 
its leading men, whose wider knowledg e and natural geni us 
enables them to see how the progress of human reason must 
ultimately affect the whole range of Christian doctcine, Prote s-
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tant Christianity to-day, equally with Roman Catholicism, owes 
its raison d'etre to a radical and fundamental supernaturalism, 
which places the spiritual world outside and apart from the 
natural world, unrelated in natural law to the conditions which 
pertain to human evolution and human experience. 

In speaking thus of Christianity I make no reference to the 
teachin gs of Jesus of Nazareth. One of the position s which 
Christian apologists seem inclined to fall back upon in th eir efforts 
to claim at least some amount of originality for their teachings, 
is that of the pure morality and ethics of the supposed found er of 
their religion. Dropping the miraculous element from his life, 
they fall back upon the purity of his teachings as regards human 
conduct. But a wider knowledge of the religions of th e East 

-cuts this position from under their feet. There is absolutely 
nothing unique in so-called Christian ethics. There is not one 
maxim of conduct to be found in the New Testament which was 
not known and taught by sages and philosophers ages before the 
beginning of the Christian era. Ethics and morality are the 
same for all time , and to differentiate Christian ethics is on a par 
with the folly which would make Christian doctrine the great 
exception to universal experience ; for if Christian ethics are 
different from those great moral truths which the wise in all ages 
have recognised and taught, then just to . the extent that they are 
exceptional, they are doomed to sink into disrepute and oblivion. 
But they are not different ; and how the monstrous fabric of 
Christian dogma, and the iniquitous claims and practices of the 
Christian Church, could have arisen from the pure teachings of 
Jesus of Nazareth, is one of the problems which the historian has 
yet to face. Looking at the evident incongruity, we may well 
question whether the traditional origins of Christianity are not 
totally at fault. We know that the early Church authorities 
destroyed nearly every scrap of evidence as to the derivation 
of their doctrines. It has been their policy from the commence
ment to stifle all enquiry and research. Why, if they had only 
truth to proclaim ? Possibly after such a lapse of time the truth 
will only be discovered when Christian doctrine has no longer 
become of any importance to the world. For let us not lose 
sight of the fact, that since Christian doctrine has existed for 
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1900 years, and does exist to-day, it has beei:i and is a necess ary 
factor in the evolution of those egos who come under its influence. 
Christianity takes its place as a cycle within a cycle. A few, 
comparatively very few, human egos, in their great cycle of 
evolution, in their series of reincarnations, have been drawn 
within its sphere of action. For them it was a necessary st age 
in their development. For them, whether it brought them a 
blessing or a curse, it was karmic, 

Let us not lose sight also of the fact that if it were possi ble 
to-day to put forward such evidence against the claims of 
Christianity that its most bigoted defenders would be forced 
to acknowledge their overwhelming conclusiveness, the result 
would be to throw thousands of people into such a mental st ate 
as to fill our lunatic asylums. 

But the great bulk of human egos have never entered the 
sphere of Christian action. Millions and millions of souls, born 
ages before the Christian era, millions and millions born dur ing 
the Christian era, have never even heard the name of Christ. 
Christian teachers are mightily perplexed how to bring th ese 
within the sphere and operation of the "plan of salvatio n." 
The original dogmas simply sent them all to hell. But that has 
become a little too crude for modern thought. If the Chu rch 
would only accept the doctrine of re-incarnation, she would get 
out of the difficulty, for then of course all these souls could , in 
the course of ages to come, attain to the knowledge of Christ ian 
doctrine necessary for their ultimate salvation. But we do not 
as yet see any signs of this position being taken up; rather, we 
are told that it is one of those questions into which it is useless 
to enquire, but that doubtless God in His providence will prov ide 
a way. 

But if supernaturalism has hitherto dominated the history 
of religion in the West, and if for some time yet to come it must 
continue to influence a certain class of egos, and the karmic 
effects of that which the Church has sown must perchance still 
leave much to be worked out on the physical plane, yet it is not 
difficult to see what are the elements and principles of the re
ligion which will lay hold of the minds and imaginations of men 
in the coming century. Man's religious instinct cannot be de-

• 
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stroyed. The forms of religion are destroyed, like everything 
else that enters into the world of form ; but religion itself lies at 
the very root of evolution. All evolution is religion. It is the 
upward trend of that great cycle in which the human soul is 
evolved and perfected; in which its divine origin and nature 
becomes a matter of conscious realisation. And the religion of 
the future must be one which definitely connects the great facts 
of physical evolution, the great facts of natural law, with that 
higher nature and those higher interests which are commonly 
understood and included in the term spiritual. 

No religion which places itself outside the facts of human -
experiences and human reason, which does not definitely connect 
the known laws of nature with the instincts and aspirations of 
the soul, can have any chance of general acceptance at the hands 
of those who will guide the religious thought and mould the re
ligious forms of the coming century. 

Outside of the Christian Church are a few sects and a few 
teachers who have recognised this, and who .are manfully striving 
to evolve, out of the incomplete and fragmentary knowledge as 
to man's origin and destiny which science can supply, combined 
with some metaphysics and much of the fundamental principles 
of ethics, a creed or form of religion which they hope may find 
in the near future a more universal acceptance, and which in the 
pr esent does undoubt edly answer to the requirements of many. 

But we may well doubt whether religious teachers, falling 
back upon mere human knowledge and experienc e such as is 
commonly available, can evolve th erefrom any positive teaching 
which will satisfy th e requirem ents of the coming age, or even of 
the present generation of earnest searchers after truth. Some
thing more is required by the ardent souls and eager intellects 
who are ever pressing forward in the van of the great march of 
human evolution. 

What is that wider and deeper knowledge which many are 
striving after, with only a dim recognition perchance of its pos
sibility, an instinct, an intuition, that somehow, somewhere, the 
path is to be found which leads across the apparently impassable 
gulf between the natural and the spiritual worlds ? 

To this question Theosophy gives a clea,r 1 definite and form~l 

• 
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answer. There is no actual gulf; the knowledge is obtainable; 
the teachers are available. "When the pupil is ready, the mas
ter will be found." All knowledge, aye, to the very divinest that 
it is in our power to conce ive, lies open to us. If it is not ours 
to-day, that is becaus e we are not ready for it. There is no such 
thing as revealed truth in the theosophical sense of the term. 
Truth, knowledge, power, come to us by the growth of faculty. 
You may as well speak of revealing the laws of the ocean tide s to 
a jelly fish, as of revealing the laws of th e spiritual world to the 
merely animal man. Evolution is the growth of faculty, the ex-
pansion of consciousness, to embrace a wider and wider rang e of 
environment. And in this great principle of evolution, now so 
firmly established as a scientific axiom, we have the connect ing 
link, the key which opens to us by a natural process, by nat 1,ral 

law, the portals of that invisible world, which for so many cen
turies has been shut off from the religious conceptions of the 
western nations by tqe thick darkness of Christian theology and 
supernaturalism. 

We say the western nations, because in the East it has never 
been so; and although the forms of religion there have suffered 
much decadence, and much of the ancient wisdom has been lost, 
yet the supernatural has never been railed off from the natural ; 
and the method of evolution from the natural to the spiritual has 
always been recognised and taught. 

And it is to the East that we must look to-day for the light 
which shall finally dispel the miasmic mists of western super
naturalism. The West has no great traditi ons of ancient wis
dom. If we fall back on the Greek philosophers, we are deal
ing with what, in comparison with the traditions of the E ast, 
is but modern history. But the Greek philosophers themsel ves 
derived their knowledge through Egypt and Persia from the 
great stores of early Aryan teaching, as embodied in the sacred 
books of the East, and taught in all ages by living Masters of the 
divine science of the soul. 

In the light of that divine science, the possibilities of which 
some of u~ have learnt to recognise, how grotesque, puerile, and de
grading appears that supernaturalism which for so long has domi
nated the West. We stand in amazement at the sight of 
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apparently rational men and women accepting without question 
such monstrous absurdities. Such, however, has been its chok
ing and benumbing influence, that those whose karma has placed 
them within the vortex, dare not even lift their heads to question, 
for that very act, they are taught, would be a deadly sin. 

But for those who have not been drawn into the vor
tex or who have happily freed themselves from its paralyzing 
power, there is now set before them an open door, a straight and 
well-defined Path, that leads right up to the divinest heights of 
human ev"olution. It is the old, old path, trodden by the feet of 
many who have gone before ; and at every stage, though diffi
culties must be overcome, and evil conquered, yet there is always 
a helper to be found, and the eager soul is never deserted. 

We say that the truths which Theosophy proclaims are the 
old, old truths of the Ancient Wisdom Religion. It has some
times been cast as a reproach against Theosophy, that what is 
new in it is not true, and what is true is not new. But it 
is the very essence and strength of its teachings that they are 
not new. Doubtless they are new to many in the present genera
tion. Doubtless also some of the detailed teaching is new in the 
sense that it has never before been given out plainly to the 
world, but has been reserved for the inner schools of initiation. 
But in its broad and fundamental principles, Theosophy is a re
st atement of old, old truths, forgotten in the western world, but 
taught by philosophers, sages and saints in all ages; now in one 
form, now in another, but always and fundamentally the same 
truth. What better criterion of truth can there be than this, 
that it has stood the assaults of time, and perp etually renewed 
its youth by reincarnating age after age in forms adapted to each 
successive cycle of man's evolution? 

The fundamental principles of Theosophy we say are old, 
old truths, well recognised and taught by the noblest and best 
of the race in all ages. How is it then that Theosophy to-day 
has not received the recognition at the hands of advanced 
thinkers which such a claim would entitle it to? 

Doubtless the answer is to be found in the mode of its pre
sentation, and in the individual idiosyncrasies of a large number 
of professing Theosophists. The fundamental principles have 
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been obscured under a mass of details which have often been 
not merely unessential, but utterly irrelevant. And meanwhile 
we find the essential principles quietly appropriated by many 
writers to-day-without acknowledgment-because those pr inci
ples, once stated, are bound to find acceptance, and are indeed 
being discovered quite apart from the direct teachings of pro
fessing Theosophists. 

It is perhaps inevitable that many should be attracted to 
Theosophy who are quite unable to distinguish the fundame ntal 
and essential principles. The possibility of obtaining "oc cult 
powers" was bound to lay hold of the imaginations of many who 
were quite unfitted by training or temperament to possess such 
powers, or to understand their legitimate place in the nat ral 
evolution of the individual and the race. The possessio n of 
such powers by certain individuals has too often been associated 
with a false conception of authority, and a total misconcep tion 
as to what any one particular incident did really prove. That 
Theosophy should meet with bitter opposition from dogmatic 
religion, and equally dogmatic science, is a matter of course; 
but that it should be discredited in quarters where it might 
legitimately expect most recognition, is certainly due to mistakes 
and vagaries, in the karma of which the whole body must share. 
We shall live down our mistakes, and the future is before us to 
remedy them. 

But to those who can put aside personal prejudices, and dis
tinguish between essentials and non-essentials, Theosophy pre
sents an irresistible claim on the reason, and a noble and inspiring 
faith in the divine possibilities of our nature. It sets forth fully 
and completely the natural law of our spiritual evolution, an 
evolution which is the natural sequence of our physical life; an 
invisible spiritual world which is the natural extension of the 
visible material world, and which is only invisible because we 
have not yet developed the facitlties to cognise it. The nat ural 
laws of the physical world are but so much of the natural laws of 
the spiritual world as we have yet been able to comprehend. So 
much as this indeed others have guessed and taught, apart from 
Theosophy. But what has .been lost sight of is the great fact 
that there is no break in the line of evolution from the lowest to 
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the highest. Behind us we see an endless vista of evolution
ary forms ever rising through mineral, vegetable, animal and 
hu man, to the point we ourselves now occupy. But there is no 
break in the series at the place where we stand. Such a break 
would constitute a great exception in the order of natur e. Vie 
have, however, not merely the strongest grounds for concluding 
from what we do see of the workings of natural law, that no 
such break occurs at the position which the most highly evolved 
man commonly known to the world now occupies, but we have 
direct evidence of the existence of those elder broth ers of the race 
who have reached a development which the great mass of 
humanity shall only reach after long ages of evolution yet to 
come. And to these masters of wisdom we owe it that the great 
truths of natural law which govern the course and method of 
human evolution are pre served from age to age; and by them 
the Path is kept open, so that he who is bold enough may even 
now step out in advance of his fellows, and by the natural 
development of latent faculty, may come into conscious relation 
with that unseen region of the universe, conventionally known 
as the spiritual world. 

The principle of natural law in the spiritual world, eminently 
rational as it is, and pr e-eminently the basis of all theo
sophical teachings, is still too much the antithesis of that super · 
naturali sm which has so long dominated, and still dominate s, the 
great mass of people in the western world, for us to expect in the 
present generation any widespread acceptance of th at principle, 
or of the direct and positive teaching s of Theosophy based 
thereon . But looking back at the enormous changes in religious 
thought during th e past twenty -five years, and at the forces 
which are at work to -day in the breaking up of old forms and 
the growth of new ones, we cannot have the slight est doubt as 
to the ultim ate result. 

Those who have really studied Theo sophy , who have been 
able to gra sp its fundamental principles, and its real gen ius and 
origin, and have kept th ese steadily in view, so that they have 
not been shaken by external even ts in the history of the Theo
sophical Society, can look forward to the future with the utmo st 
confidence; for as knowledg e grows from mor e to more, the 

~ 
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light from the East grows brighter and brighter; till at last even 
the sluggard who has slept long into the day shall be compelled 
to arise and worship in the temple of truth. 

vv. KINGSLAN D. 

ANCIENT PERU 

(CONCLUDED FROM p . 364) 

THE art of painting appears to have been practised to a very con
siderable extent, and any child who showed special aptitud e for 
it was encouraged to cultivate his talent to the utmost. The 
methods adopted were, however, quite different from our own, 
and their peculiar nature enormously increased the difficulty of 
the work. Neither canvas, paper nor panel was used as a sur
face, but instead thin sheets of a sort of silicious material were 
employed. The exact composition of this is difficult to trace, but 
it had a delicate, creamy surface, closely resembling in appear
ance that of very fine unglazed porcelain. It was not brit tle, 
but could be bent much as a sheet of tin might be, and its thick
ness varied according to its size, from that of stout notepap er to 
that of heavy millboard. 

Upon this surface colours of great brilliancy and purity were 
laid with a brush supplied by Nature herself. It was simply 
a length cut from the triangular stem of a very common fibrous 
plant. An inch or so at the end of this was beaten out until 
nothing was left but the fibre, fine as hair but almost as toug h as 
wire; and so the brush was used, the unbeaten portion serving 
as a handle. Such a brush could, of course, be renewed again 
and again when worn out, by a process analogous to cutting a 
lead-pencil; the artist simply cut off the exposed fibre and beat 
out another inch of the handle. The sharply-defined triangular 
shape of this instrument enabled the skilful painter to use 
it either to draw a very fine line or to put on a broad <las of 
colour, employing in the first case the corner, and in the second 
the side, of his triangle. 
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The colours were usually in powder, and were mixed as re
quired, neither with water nor oil, but with some vehicle which 
dried instantaneously, so that a touch once laid on could not be 
altered. No outline of any sort was drawn, but the artist had 
to train himself to dash in his effects with sure but rapid strokes, 
getting the exact tone of colour as well as the form in the one 
comprehensive effort, much as it is done in fresco painting, or in 
some of the Japanese work. The colours were exceedingly 
effective and luminous, and some of them surpassed in purity 
and delicacy any that are now employed. There was a wonder
ful blue, clearer than the finest ultramarine, and also a violet 
and a rose colour unlike any modern pigment, by means of 
which the indescribable glories of a sunset sky could be repro
duced far more closely than seems to be possible at the present 
day. Ornaments of gold, silver and bronze, and of a metal of 
deep crimson colour which is not now known to science, were 
represented in a picture by the use of the dust of the metals 
themselves, much as in medireval illuminations; and bizarre as 
such a method seems to our modern eyes, it cannot be denied 
that it produced an effect · of barbaric richness which is exceed
ingly striking in its own way. 

The perspective was good, and the draw~ng accurate, and 
quite free from the clumsy crudity which characterized a later 
period of Central and South American art. Though their land
scape art was distinctly good of its kind at the time when we 
were studying them, they do not seem to have made it an end in 
itself, but employed it only as a background for figures. Reli
gious processions were frequently chosen as subjects, or some
times scenes in which the king or some local governor took a 
prominent part. 

When the picture was completed (and they were finished 
with remarkable rapidity by practised artists) it was brushed 
over with some varnish which also possessed the property of 
drying almost instantaneously. The picture so treated seems to 
have been practically indelible, and could be exposed to rain or sun 
for a long time without any appreciable effect being produced 
upon it. 

Closely associated with the art of the country was its litera-
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ture, for the books were wr itt en, or rather illuminated, on the 
same materi al and with th e same kind of colours as th e pict ures . 
A book con sist ed of a numb er of very thin sheets, usua lly measur 
ing about eight een inch es by six, which were occasion ally strung 
togeth er by wire, but far more frequen tly simply kept in a box 
from thr ee to five inches in depth. Th ese boxes were of various 
materials and mor e or less richl y orna mented, but th e commonest 
were made of a metal resembling platinum, and adorned with 
carved horn, which was somehow fastened to th e metal surface 
by some process of soften ing which made it adhere firmly without 
the use of either rivet s or cement. 

So far as we could see , not hing of th e natur e of pr in ting 
was known ; the neare st approac h to it was the use of a kind of 
stencil-pl ate to produc e numerous copies of some sor t of official 
noti ce for rapid distr ibuti on to the governor s all over the 
empir e. No inst ance has been observed, however, of any at
tempt to reproduce a book in thi s way, an d inde ed it seems 
fairly evident th at such an experiment would hav e been con
sidered a desecrati on, for the nation as a who le had a deep re
spect for its books, and han dled them as lovingly as any med ireval 
monk. To mak e a copy of a book was regarded as deci dedly a 
work of merit, and man y of them were very beautifully and 
artistically written. 

Th e range of their literature appears to ha ve been some what 
limited. Th ere were a few treatises which might have been 
classed as definitely religious, or at any rate ethical, and they 
ran mostly on lin es not dissimilar from that of th e old priest's 
sermon, a sum mary of which I gave a month or two ago . Two 
or thre e were even of distinctly mystical tendenc y, but these 
were less read and circul ate d than tho se which were considered 
more dir ectly pra ctical. Th e most interesting of these mystical 
books is one which so clos ely resembl es the Chin ese Classic of 

P1trity th at th ere can be little do ubt th at it is a vers ion of it 
with slight varia tion s. 

Th e bulk of th e liter ature might be roughly divided into 
two part s-sc ientific information and stories with a pur pose . 
Treati ses or manua ls seem to have existe d on every tra de or 
handicraft or ar t that was practi sed in th e country, and these 
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were rather as it were official handbook s-no t usually th e work 
of any one man, but rather a record of the knowledge existing on 
their subject at the time that they were written. Appendic es 
were con stantly issued to these books as further disco veries were 
made, or old ideas modified, and every person who poss esse d a 
copy kept it reli giously altered and annotated up to date. As 
the governor s charged themsel ves with th e dissemination of 
such information, they were able practically to ensure its reach
ing everyone who was interested in it , so that th e Peruvian 
monograph on any subject was a veritable compendium of useful 
knowledge about it, and gave the student in a condensed form 
the result of all the experience of his pr edecesso rs in th at par
ticular line. 

· The st ories were almost all of one general typ e, and were 
distinctly, as I have said, stories with a purpose. All but in
variably the hero was a king, a governor, or a subordinate offi
cial, and the narrative told how he dealt successfully or other
wise with the various emergencies which presented themselves 
in th e course of his work . Many of these stori es were, as it 
were, classics-household words to the people, as well kno wn 
among them as biblical stories are amon g ourselves, constantly 
referred to and quoted as examples of what ought or ought not 
to be done . So in almost any conceivable predicament the man 
who had to face it had in his mind some sort of precedent to 
guide his action. \Vheth er all thes e tale s were historical
whether they were all accounts of what had actually happen ed, 
or whether some of them were simply fiction-i s not cert ain ; 
but ther e is no doub t th at th ey were genera lly accepte d as true. 

When th e scene of such a t ale lay in a border pro vince, 
plenty of wild adventure not infrequently came into it; but 
happil y for our friends the Peruvians that wearisome bugbear 
of the modern novel-reader, the love-story, had not yet made its 
appearance among them. Many of the situation s which arose 
in the tales were not without humour, and the nation was joy ous 
and laughter-lo ving ; yet the professedly comic story seems to 
have no place i~ its literature. Another and more regrettable 
gap is caused by the complete absence of poetry, as such. Cer
tain maxims and expressions, couched in swinging, sonorous 
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speech, were widely known and constantly quoted, much as 
some verses of poetry are with us ; but, however poetical some 
of the conceptions may have been, there was nothing definitely 
rhythmical about their form. " Alliteration 's artful aid " was 
invoked in the case of various short sentences which were given 
to children to memorize, and in the religious services certain 
phrases were chanted to music; but even these latter were fitted 
in to the chanting in the same way as we adapt the word s of a 
psalm to the Gregorian tone to which it is sung, not writ ten to 
suit a definite sort of music, as our hymns are. 

This brings us to the consideration of the music of these 
ancient Peruvians. Th ey had several varieties of musical in
struments, among which were notic ed a pipe and a kind of harp 
from which a wild, sweet, inconclusive, reolian sort of melody was 
extracted. But their principal and most popular instrument 
was somewhat of the nature of a harmonium. The sound was 
produced by the vibration of a tongue of metal, but the wind 
was forced into the instrument not by the action of the feet, but 
by an ingenious mechanical arrangement. Instead of keys such 
as ours appeared the tops of a cluster of small metal pillars, upon 
which the fingers of the player pressed, so that a performance 
upon it irresistibly reminds one of the action of a modern type
writer. 

Considerable power and great beauty of expression were 
attainable with this machine, but the old Peruvian scale in music 
was the same as that of Atlantis, and it differed so radicall y from 
our own that it is almost impossible for us rightly to app reciate 
the effects produced by its means. So far as we can real ize, no 
such thing as a piece of music, which could be written down and 
reproduced by anyone at will, was known to these people; each 
performer improvised for himself, and musical skill amon g them 
was not the ability to interpret the work of a master, but simply 
fertility and resource in improvisation. 

Sculpture also was an art fairly well developed among them, 
though one would perhaps characterize their style rat her as 
bold, dashing and effective than as excelling in grace. Nearly 
all statues seem to have been of colossal size, and some of them 
were undoubtedly stupendous pieces of work; but to eyes accus-
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tomed to the contemplation of Grecian art th ere is a certain 
air of rugg edness in the massive stren gth of th e old Peru vian 
sculpture. Very fine work was , how ever, done in bas-relief; ..... 
this was almost always covered with metal, and the genius of 
thi s people seems to have turned especially in th e directi on of 
metal-work-a line in which the most exquisit e decorations were 
constantly produced. 

In connection with the daily life of th e nation, and its 
manners and custom s, th ere ar e som e points which at once 
attr act our att ention as unusual and int erestin g. Th eir marri age 
cust oms, for exampl e, were decid edly peculiar, for marri ages 
took place on only one day in each year . Public opinion appears 
to ha ve expected everyone to marry unl ess he had good reason 
to the contrary, but th ere was nothing th at could be thought of 
as compulsion in the matter. The marriag e of minors was pro
hibited, but as soon as youn g peopl e came of age th ey were as 
free to choose their own partners as they are among ourselv es. 
The wedding, however, could not take place until the proper day 
arrived, when the governor of tlie district or town made a formal 
visitation, and all youn g peopl e who had attained the marriage
able age during the previous year were call ed up before him and 
officially notified that th ey were now free to enter upon th e state 
of matrimony. Some proportion of th ese would usually have 
already made up their minds to take immediate ad vanta ge of 
the opportunity; they would therefore step forward before the 
governor and prefer th eir request, and he, after asking a few 
questions, would go through a very simple form and pronounce 
them man and wife. He would also make an order rectifyin g 
the assignm ent of land to suit the new circumst ances, for the 
newly-married man and woman now no longer counted as mem
bers of their respective fathers' families, but were full-fledged 
householders on their own account. The married man had 
therefore twice as much land of his own as the single man, but 
even so he rarely seems to have found the work connected with 
it at all excessive. 

Another peculiarity that seemed of interest was observ ed in 
connection with the principal food of th e nation. Th ey took, of 
course, various kinds of food, just as men do now. I do not 
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know wheth er animal flesh was prohibited, but it ertain ly does 
not seem to have been eaten at the period which we are exam in
ing. The potato and yam were cultivated, an d maize, rice and 
milk in various comb inations entered lar gely into their diet. 
Th ey had, however, one curious and highly ar tifici al kind of food 
which might have been called their staff of life-whi ch took with 
them something the plac e that bre ad takes with us, as the 
principal foundation of most of their meals. The basis of t his 
was maize flour , but various chemical constituents seem to have 
been mixed with it, and the resultant subjected to enormous 
pre ssure, so that it came out at the end of the operation as a 
very hard and highly concentrated cake. Its components were 
evidently very carefully arranged in order that it might con tain 
within itself everything that was necessary for perfect nutri tion 
in the smalle~t possible compass, and the experiment was so far 
successfu l that a tiny slice of it made sufficient provision for a 
whole day, and a man could carry with him a supply of food for 
a long journey without the slightest inconv enie nce. 

The simpl est method of taking it was to suck it slowly like 
a lozenge, but if time permitted it could be boiled or cooked in 
various ways, all of which largely increased its bulk. Of itse lf it 
had scarcely any ta ste, but it was the custom to flavour it in 
various ways in the process of manufacture, and these varie t ies 
of flav~rnr were indicated by different colour s. A pink cake, for 
example, would be flavoured with pomegranate, a blue one with 
vanilla , a yellow one with orange, a pink and white striped one 
with guava, and so on, so that every one's taste might be suit ed. 

This curiously compres sed sweetmeat was the staple food of 
th e country, and very large numbers of people took practic ally 
nothing else, even though there were plenty of other dishes 
from which to select. It was manufactured in such enorm ous 
quantities that it was exceedingly cheap, and easily within every
body's reach, and for busy people it had many and obvious ad
vant::).ges. Many fruits were cultivated, and peop le who liked 
them took them along with their lozenge, but all these additions 
were matters of taste and not of necessity. 

The rac e as a whole was very fond of pet animals of various 
kinds, and in the course of ages they had specialized and <level-
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oped these creatures to a very extraordinary degree. Small 
monkeys and cats seem to have been the most general favourites, 
and there were many fancy varieties of each, bred almost as 
much out of all relation to the original creature as are the de
formities called pugs and dachshunds at the present day. In 
regard to the cats they appear to have made a great speciality of 
unusual colours, and they had even succeeded in breeding some 
of that colour which is so conspicuously absent among quad
rupeds-a fairly decided and brilliant blue ! 

Many people were very fond of birds also , as might be ex
pected in a continent where so many magnificently coloured 
specimens are to be found; indeed, it is by no means impos sible 
that we owe to their care in breeding some of the splendid varieties 
of bird-life that now inhabit the forests of the Amazon. Some 
of the richer ladies had huge aviaries with golden wires in the 
courtyards of their houses, and devoted all their spare time to 
the endeavour to cultivate the intelligence and affection of their 
pets . 

The national dres s was simple an d scanty- ju st a sort of 
loose flowing garment not at all unlike some ·of those that are 
worn in the East in the present day, except that the old Peru
vian wore less white and was more addicted t o colour than is the 
average Hindu of the present day. A Peruvian crowd on a festal 
occasion was an exceedingly brilliant sight, perhaps only to 
be paralleled now among the Burmese. The ladies as a rule 
exhibited a partiality for blue robes, and a dress closely re
sembling that often assigned by medi::eval painters to the Virgin 
Mary was one of the commonest at the time of which I am 
wntmg. The material -was usually cotton, though the fine 
soft wool of the llama and vicuna was also sometimes used. A 
sort of cloth of great strength was also made from the threads 
of the maguey, which were chemically treated in some way to 
make them fit for such use. 

The nation had all the facility in the use of purely mechani
cal methods of rapid calculation which is so characteristic of the 
Atlantean race. They employed an abacus or calculating
frame closely resembling that used to-day with such dexterity by 
the Japanese, and they also made a cheaper substitute for such 
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a frame out of a kind of fringe of knotted cord, which may 
perhaps be the original of the quipus, which the Spaniards found 
in use in the same country thousands of years later. 

In studying an ancient civilization like this so many points 
of interest crop up-points of resemblance or of contras t with 
the life of our own time - that the difficulty is rather to decide 
what to omit in trying to give an account of it than what to 
include. I do not know how far it is possible to convey to our 
readers the sense of vivid reality which it all bears to thos e of us 
who have seen it, but I trust that for some few at least I may 
have been not entirely unsuccessful in making this long-dead 
past live again for a few brief moments. And if that be so the 
effort will not have been useless, for there is surely much to be 
learnt by thus examining the earlier history of the human race. 
We ourselves-many of us who are now living and_ working in 
the Theosophical Society-were born at the very time which I 
have attempted to describe among the inhabitants of old Peru ; 
many dear friends whom we know and love now were friends or 
relatives in that far -off time also; and very curious and interest
ing it is to look back into those long -forgotten lives and see what 
we have gained and what we have failed to gain since then. 

At first sight it looks very much as though in man y im
portant ways there had been rather retrogression than advance. 
The physical life, with all its surroundings, was undoubtedly 
better managed then than, so far as we know, it has ever been 
since . The opportunities for unselfish work and devotion to 
duty which were offered to the governing class have perhaps 
never been surpassed; still it must be admitted that nothing in 
the way of mental struggle or effort was necessary for the less 
intelligent classes, though when it did show itself it was richly 
rewarded. 

Undoubtedly the condition of public opinion is not so high, 
nor is the sense of duty so strong, now as it was then. But the 
comparison is in truth hardly a fair one. We are as yet a com
paratively young race, whereas that which we have been examin
ing was one of the most glorious offshoots of a race that had long 
passed its prime. We are passing now through a period of trial, 
storm, and stress, but out of it all we too shall in time emerge 
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into a season of rest and success, and when that time com es to 
us, it ought by th e law of evolution to reach an even higher level 
than theirs. 

We must rememb er that, beautiful as was th eir religion, 
they had, so far as we know, nothing that could really be call ed 
occultism; th ey had no such grasp of th e grea t scheme of th e 
univers e as we have who are privileged to study Theosophy. 
When our Fifth Root Race reaches the same stage of its life, 
we may assuredly hope to combine physical s.urroundin gs as good 
as theirs with tru e philosophical teaching, and with a higher int el
lectual and spiritu al developm ent th an was possible for us when 
we formed part of that splendid old relic of Atlantean civilization 
fourteen thous an d years ago. 

C. w. L EADBEATE~ . 

INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE KARMA 

WE are all of us familiar with the broad statement that in the 
animal kingdom there is no such a thing as an individual con
sciousn ess ; or (what is the same thing in more popular lan
guage) that the animals " have no souls." The general concep
tion has been given us th at at the death of an animal the results 
of its experience, instead of reincarnating in another individual, 
become the common property of the species, the family, or the 
group to which the defunct creature belonged in life; re-appear
ing as modifications in the instincts by which the newly-born 
members of the group are provid ed with guidance for their future 
existence . We are farther taught that the working of evolu
tion upon th ese families or groups results in a law not (as is 
often said) of self-preservation, but of segr ~gation-fresh 
cleavages being continu ally developed in what was previously 
a homogeneous group, until at last no two members are suffi
ciently alike to share in each oth er 's experience, and the separate 
individu al creature is ready for the descent of th e Spirit which 
shall make it a separate individual human being. 

If we ask how this comes about, we have, not precisely an 
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explana.tion, but, at all events, an intelligible wggestion, in the 
doctrine of vibrations. L et us , for a mom ent, admit th e as
sumption that matt er which has already vibrated in a certain 
way, and at a cert ain speed, becomes, so to speak, habituated to 
this, and is mor e easily responsive to a perfectly similar vibra
tion than to one which is ever so little out of tu ne with it . It 
is evident that we have here the germ of what may in time 
come to be actual division in what was originally a ma ss of 
homog eneous protoplasm ; the varying surroundings originating 
and continually str ength enin g the different vibrations, until, from 
the adjoining portions being only somewhat out of tun e, they 
come to jar one with the other to such an extent as to be mutu
ally exclusiv e, an d a sharp boundary or cell wall forms bet ween 
them. 

The original animal groups having, by a continuation of this 
process, been completely broken up, we learn th at there descends 
upon them the out -pouring (whose nature we need not here enter 
into) which impl ants in these creatures the germ · of min d, and 
raises them from the animal to the human kingdom ; hen ceforth 
to progress as individuals until the time shall arrive when all 
shall be re-absorbed into the Logos, repeating on the higher 
scale the pourin g of all separate experience into the whole, which 
had been the rule so far below. 

Now th ere can, for us, be no question that the acc ount of 
the life-proc ess whic h I have thus briefly summarised is (to use a 
very well-known phrase) a" sound an d trustworthy statement of 
the scheme of natur e as understood by the initiates of occult 
science, which may have to be a good deal developed in the 
future, but will never have to be remodelled or apo logised for ." 
But I think no one can have followed the rec ent discus sions on 
karma, in the V ahan and elsewhere , without feeling that for 
clearing up the questi ons which have ar isen , some amoun t of th e 
development suggested is actually needed. And for obtaining 
this the inexorable law is that we must first do our best ith the 
materials we have. It is only tentatively, as a contribu t ion to 
this work, that I venture t o speak at all. For no one knows 
better than I that the chief danger of going wrong lies in this 
very attempt to draw out the logical consequences of wh at we 
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may call "revelation "; and though I take courage to state how 
things look to me, and to point out how my views work in, here 
and there, with other accepted facts, it is not without the fullest 
consciousness that I may quite possibly, after all, be judged by 
" those who know " as only "darkening counsel by words with
out knowledge." 

Perhaps a likeness from the world of Art may make clear 
how it is in my mind to deal with the subject here. When an 
artist has an extensive landscape to ske tch-on ly five minutes to 
do it in, and only pen and ink to work with, he will give you the 
lead ing masses of light and shade-the light s pur e white paper, 
the darks a mere dash of wet ink ; an d if he is a real artist the 
thing will live before your eyes, from th ese few scratches. But 
ask him to tak e it home and mak e a pictur e of it. Ah-then 
come in the half tints; over th e white paper will be dr awn a 
mass of detail gradating it down to th e darkn ess ; out of the 
black will come one delicate light after another, modelling one 
deta il aft er anoth er seen in the sha de; until for the raw black 
an d whit e of th e sketch you ha ve your finish ed picture, with 
hardly so much as the size of a pin's head of actual black or 
white left in it at all. So methin g of the same kind has to be 
done in working out such a brief generalisation as I have referred 
to; and I ha ve used thi s simile because in th e case of the picture 
the legitimacy of the process is obvious beyond all question, 
whilst in metaphysic th e case is not so clear. No one will ob 
j ect to the artist, " But in your sketch from nature (which is 
your on ly a-idltority ), the black is j et black up to the boundary
th e white unmixed up to th e black edge"; whilst this is pre 
cisely what I anticipat e will be said to me as I attempt to show 
that th ere is mor e individua lity in th e animal , and less in the 
average humanity, th an th e first rough outline allows. If I am 
asked why I thu s ri sk disturbing th e tender con sciences of the 
weaker brethr en I can only answer that in this direction lie all 
our chanc es of reducing the questions of animal karma, of 
nation al, race and family karma into anything like intelligible 
order, and that the se que stions are actually pressing on us for 
solution. 

To be~in, then, from below. In The Blossom and the F ruit, 
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M. C. describes her primitive man as having not yet attained 
such development as would enable him to distinguish one 
woman from anoth er. It is evident that such a stage of animal 
life must have existed, and long continued. That a mal e and 
female shall" mate," as it is called-shall distinguish one the 
other from all their companions and remain faithful to each 
other their whole lives long-seems to involve a really high ap
proximation to true individualisation ; and we should expect 
that it would be found only amongst the higher animals, and 
that in these it would be universal-a necessary step to becom
ing men, and one of the very latest. This, however, is very far 
from being the actual state of the case. On the one hand we 
find it occurring as low down as certain fishes; on the other 
hand, there are races in which it never occurs at all-of which 
the large and highly developed dog tribe seems an example . 
Nay, more curious still, we have certain tribes of birds and 
mammals in which a trifling difference of appearance-no t suffi
cient to ground a distinction of species upon-is accompa nied by 
this difference of habit ; so that one kind lives in comple te pro
miscuity whilst in another, which is only to be distinguished from 
it by the trained eye of a professed naturalist, the male mates 
with one female only, and is not unfrequently faithful to her 
even to death. The ordinary method of nature amongst the 
lower animals seems to be that known to us in the seal tribe, 
and still better amongst wild horses and deer ; the male gets 
together a herd of females, and has to fight for them whenever 
a younger male thinks himself strong enough to dispute the 
headship with him. This practice forms the most indisputable 
exemplification of the so-called law of the Surviv al of the F ittest; 
there being as yet no particular difference between one and 
another except of physical strength, the continuance and im
provement of the breed is provided for by the death or exclusion 
of the weaker males ; and there being as yet no individual isation, 
no injustice can be done. I am not sure whether one may not 
venture to attribute some, at least, of the responsibility of the 
failing of this stage to develope the true mating which should 
follow from it and lead up to the higher life, to human interfer
ence. The lion and tiger, as a rule, mate; whilst the domesti-
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cated cats show no trace of such a disposition ; nor, so far as I 
am aware, do any domesticated animals. This, however, is but 

a guess. 
I have spoken this by way of example of the great fact 

which I desire to emphasise, that neither in outward form nor in 
interior development is there that regular and mechanical 
order of succession which scientific writers have expended so 
much labour to establish in the physical world, and which our 
own authors have a tendency to assume in the higher evolution. 
By this time it is fairly clear to the scientific mind that the 
orderly succession which Hreckel, following Darwin, spent so 
much research and displayed so brilliant an imagination in es
tablishing, is a chimrera of the imagination only ; and we, in 
our turn, must guard ourselves, in speculating on the order of 
development, from supposing that the laws of karma and rein
carnation can alone, however well understood, furnish the com
plete explanation of the world as we see it around us. There 
are other laws we do not understand which break in upon their 
order. Indeed we cannot too often remind ourselves that every
thing-even what seems to us the simplest-is very much more 
complicated than we have any idea of. It would sound like an 
unbecoming levity to hint that these two laws must, by all the 
analogy of nature, be only two out of seven, or perhaps ten, Great 
Laws of Nature, all to come one after another into the sphere of 
our consciousness as we rise higher and higher, had this not 
been already suggested, on much better authority than any guess 
of mine could be. 

It must be out of this irregular development that the 
curious combinations of circumstances arise which give scope 
to whatever of actual karma may be found working beneath 
the human level. In treating of this subject in one of the Tran
sactions of the London Lodge, Mrs. Sinnett has already said 
nearly all which can be said, upon a matter of which we know so 
little. After speaking of the highly developed animal as pos
sessing something which, having been before this time "only a 
superior form of instinct, now assumes many of the qualities or 
attributes of reason, only requiring a human organism to bring out 
the flower of self-consciousness and ego-hood "-she continues 1 
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"I mean that just as humanity is working slowly, and, perhaps, 
almost unconsciously in the mass, towards godhead or divinity, 
through the evolution of the soul by reincarnation, so the 
animal kingdom still more unconsciously, but just . as surely, is 
progressing also through incarnations not yet differentiated to
wards individuality and ego-hood ." I need only, in order to 
make this last phrase express completely my own meanin g, in
sert the one word "fitlly differentiated " ; for it is evident that 
even in the lower stage of development from a lower to a higher 
form of instinct, and far more certainly as this passes into some
thing which (in Mrs. Sinnett 's words), "assumes many of the 
qualities or attributes of reason," we have something which ca n
not be entirely shared with all the other members of the group
something which will . find some more responsive to it than 
others, and which will inevitably, sooner or later, form a cleavage, 
a new speci es arising out of the old. And every such cleavage is a 
fact, an action which must have it s results like all other 
actions; although th ere is no trace of moral responsibility, 
neverth eless karma is generated. vVe take, for example, a pet 

- dog, and by the constant play upon it of our human mind we 
quicken within it the germs of mentality which othe rwise would 
have slept on undisturbed. But in doing so we kindle also t he 
germs of our own human vices; and, for my own part, I have 
but littl e doubt that in the majority of suc h cases it will take 
the rudimentary human being thus evolved many more or less 
human lives to outgrow this "original sin " implanted in him 
altogether without his fault. For ages to come th e creature \ ill 
be a worse man for the evil habits of thought and feeling en
C(')uraged in him by the foolish owner of the dog; and this is 
karma. 

I shall, probably, be answere d th at the out-pouring which 
the animal receives in order to individualise him as a man is, in 
actual fact, the distinct and sharp division the drawin g of which 
I deprec ate. If this be so, all that I can say aga inst it goes for 
nothing. But is the out-pouring really of this sudden nature ? 

To answer this question .we must, in the first place, recall 
the fact that it only hastens a proces s which, without it, would 
ret have taken place sooner or later. All these efforts an 
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approximations towards differentiation of which I have been 
speaking are truly progress towards mind. That slow evolution 
of mind from the lowest level of anim ality which our modern 
metaphysicians have expended so much labour in working out 
is a true possibility . It might actually have been so with us, 
had we not been helped from outside. Now, in what manner is 
this help pictured to us? We are informed that (at least for the 
majority of us, the O. P. 's whose development we are now dis
cussing) our superiors "projected a spark "-a nd we are further 
told that in many cases this spark " burned low." It seems to 
me th at we are fairly justified in concluding from this language 
th at th e assistance given was analog ous to what we are told of 
our own act ion upon our pet animals-a quickening of germs 
which already existed, rather than an implanting of something 
hitherto foreign to our nature. There is, however, a statement 
which seems at first sight to contradict thi s view in the descrip
tion given us of the formation of the "ca usal body," which is 
anoth er way of looking at the same process. 

Mrs. Besant, in Man and his B odies (p. 76), says : "Those 
who are able to see in thos e lofty regions say th at this form
aspect of th e tru e man is like a delicat e film of subtlest matter, 
just visible, marking where the indi vidual begins his separa te 
life ; that delicate colourle ss film of subtl e matt er is the body 
that last s throu gh the whole of th e hum an evolution. " 

I hardl y dar e to ventur e th e suggestion, but I do think 
tha t to speak of this subtle film as .being th e causa l body is 
a somewhat hasty conclusion from what is seen ; and that it 
is, in truth , rather the cell wall, marking off a certain portion of 
what has been hitherto the common property and thus , in the 
most obvious sense of the word, " individualising " it . The 
recent transformation of the scientific concept ion of the "ce ll " 
will give preci sely the idea I wish to convey. When I was a 
student the "cell" was everything, its contents were a minor 
point. It was presumed that all its powers were derived from its 
organi sation as something contained within walls-that th e cell 
as a whole "se lected " various constituent s of the surrounding 
matt er for nourishment or "re jected " waste prod ucts no longer 
required. I cannot here go into the details which by degr ees 

6 
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convinced scientists that the life lay not in the cell wall but m 
the protoplasm which it enclosed, and that the elaborate details 
of the cellular organism which were the sole object of study to 
the histolog ist of forty years ago really explained nothi ng at 
all. I only need it as an illustration of the view which com
mends itself to me, that the lovely " film " which is seen by our 
observers is essentially the cell wall of which I have spoken; that 
its increase in beauty and energy of life is not in any sense due 
to a development of its contents-the separated spark of the One 
Life which it segregates and encloses from the rest-but to the 
more and more perfect differentiation whereby that spark is en
abled, at this stage of life, to fulfil the purposes of its descent 
into matter. A curious statement made recently by Mr. Lead
beater is an exact illustration of this view. He says that on 
ascending to a certain lofty plane of consciousness the causal 
body simply disappears ; not left behind like the astral or 
mental "corpse " but vanished utterly from existence. It is im
possible not to remember in this connection the way in hich 
one cell wall after another vanishes as the atoms are raised from 
one degree of the etheric plane to a higher one in Mrs. Besant's 
well-known "Occult Chemistry." One would cer~ainly be in
clined to · say that that which thus suddenly vanishes can be 
nothing but a limit, not a separat ely existin g entity. 

If this be anything like the fact, there is nothing which 
need prevent us from regarding the assistance given us from 
without as a mere help to get over several steps at one stride, 
instead of being something entirely changing the law of our 
development. This conclusion works both ways. We no longer 
need to minimise the tendency towards differentiation in animals; 
but (and this is a still more important matter) we are also re
lieved from the theological necessity of regarding everything 
which wears human form as an entirely detached entity, solely 
responsible for its own actions. As a matter of fact the stride is 
nothing like so long as we are accustomed to think ; and for 
many lives after first assuming human shape, the general life of 
the tribe, and even of the family, is of far greater consequ ence 
than the special modifications caused by the action of any indi
vidual member. It is this which lies at the foundation of the 
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failure of Christian missions. Christianity assumes an inde
pendent, sharply distinguished individual-a" soul to be saved" 
(according to its peculiar and eccentric phraseology), which does 
not, in simple matter of fact, at all exist amongst the savage 
tribes. The common -sense, the common conscience, which is 
voiced by the elders of the tribe, is far too strong to be overcome 
by any arguments addressed to any individual member; and 
with that common soul you have no means of dealing. The 
full animal community of soul is already destroyed-the whole 
no longer gains the experience of its severed parts as they pass 
one by one out of existenc e ; and the worn-out form of society, 
no longer answering it s purpose, needs to be broken up. 

ARTHUR A. WELLS. 

(TO BE . CON CLUD ED ) 

THEOSOPHICAL ACTIVITIES 

WE are glad to learn from the latest Indian mail that Mrs. Besant is 
well again. A sharp attack of fever prostrated her for a time, but she 

has thrown it off and is hard 'at work as usual. We 
India only wish that Mrs. Besant would and could give 

her body some of the rest it so much needs after 
so many years of hard work. Every Sunday afternoon at the Benares 
Lod ge meeting our colleague has given a series of especially inter est
ing talks on the" Emotions," and in November she was to go on 
a short tour-probably ten days or so-to Lucknow and Cawnpore, 
partly lecturin g for the College, partly visiting the various Lod ges. 
The work of building the new headquarters seems to be progre ssing 
rapidly, and they will look quite substantial when complete. 

The College is now busy preparing for the University examina
tions. It is progressing generally. The old part of the College 
building which has been renovated looks very handsome, and prepara
tions are being made to begin the new class -rooms and boarding
house. 

Two new Branches of tp.e Society have sprung into life durin~ 
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December, one at Antwerp and the other in Florence, where Mrs. 
Lloyd, who is well-known to many of our mem-

Europe hers , is working with the new group. 
The next Northern Federation meeting is to 

b~ at Harrogate on Saturday, January 20th, under the pre sidency 
of Mr. Le adbeater. All members of the Society are cordially inv ited 
to atten d. 

T he tour amon g the northern Lodg es arranged for Countess 
\Vachtmeister has resulted in considerably increasing the public 
int erest in the work of the Society, besides adding several add it ional 
names to the membe rshi p roll. From the 10th November till the 
middle of Decemb er th e Countess lectured almost daily-often twice 
on the sa me day-be sides holding reception s for enquir ers and meet 
ing members. The tour includ ed Harro gate, Baildon, Bradford, 
Leeds, Middlesbrough, Ilkley, Ripon, York, Liverpool , !Vlanc hester, 
Sheffield, and Birmingham. The teachings of Theosophy ha ve by 
i11eans of the energetic work of the Countess been carried into very 
many honies wher e they had scarcely been he ard of prev iously, whilst 
in the minds of people who were only imp erfectly acquainted with 
its obj ects her eloqu ent discour ses produced a very deep impression. 
The northern Lodges have cause to be deeply grateful to Countes s 
Vi/achtm eister for her good work amon gst them, and by ~er kindness 
and self-sac rificing zea l she ha s made for herse lf a wa rm corn er in 
many hea rts . On e resul t of the visit will be to stir up the membP-rs 
to renewed effort both in the way of spreading the teachings and also 
of workin g them into th eir dail y lives. 

Th e Blavatsk y Lod ge closed its list of lectµres for the year with 
a rem arkabl e one by f1Ir. L eadbeater, on "Death," in which be 
point ed oul how sma ll a Lime the ea rt h-life of each incarnation occu
pied w l IEm compar ed with the whole extent of th e cycle of the e o's 
outgoing from, and returni ng to , its ca usal body. Th us far loo muc h 
i111porta nce was at tached to birth and deat h, both of which were 
really only the point s where Lhe life came into and retreat ed from ou r 
ordinary phy sical con sciousness. 

The Lod ge reassembles earl y in Jan uary, and it is hoped that the 
new room s of the Sect ion will th en be avail abl e for its meetings . 

Mrs. Lu cien Scott 's classes on th e elements of T heosophy 
supplied a much-felt want and we re highly appreciate d. Mrs . Sc tt 
hopes to continu e them when she retu rns from Nice _in the &prin g . 

On November 22nd l\fr . L eadbeater lecture d in Balh on "The 
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States after Death." The room was crow ded and th e people were 
enthu siastic. T he next evening at Exeter , wher e Miss \,Vheaton had 
worked ab ly to arrange a meeting , Mr. Le adbeater lectured upon the 
" Evoluti on of the Soul "; more people were present th an is usual at 
Exeter. In th e afternoon conversation in the L odge room wns 
utili sed to clear up misconception s by que stion s and answer s. A 
very well-atte nded lecture on Fr iday, November 24th, at Plymouth 
on "Th e Astra l Body," closed Mr. L eadbeater' s western visit. On 
Decemb er 17th Mr. L eadbe ater left for Pari s, where he remained 
until aft er Chri stmas. Lectu res or other meet ings ,yere planned for 
him to th e extent of two a day . Count ess Wac htm eister has also 
gone to P aris to work there for a short time . 

Mr. J. C. Chat terji has deli vered a cour se of lectur es on the 
Vedic philo sophy durin g November and the first half of De cembe r 
at the Pion eer Club. Our Brahman colleague's lec tur es were well 
attended and muc h app reciated. 

Mrs. Vvindust writes to us from Holland: 
"Going south a few weeks ago in search of sunshine and a much

needed rest, Madame Meuleman and I spent a day in Brussels on our 
way, and were cordi'ally welcomed by our fellow member s. vVe were 
glad of the opportunity of being present at one of the Lodge meetings 
and· thus makin g the personal acquaintance of several members. 
T hey made us feel at home, and that we were with fellow-students 
and fellow-work ers and not, as so often is the case with a young 
Lodge, merely among people interested in Theosophy as a sort of in
tellectual pastime, a something quite apart from everyday life. 

" In P aris lack of time prevented our attendin g any gro up meet
ing s, but it was a great pleasure to meet there Dr. Pascal, who is the 
life and soul of the French Section. At his request we called on 
some of the Lyons members, and spent a pleasant time with the;1, 
But the Lyons Lodge is very young and the members have hardly 
begun to study regularly as yet, with the exception of the President, 
who has been a member for some years. 

"The Nice Lodge, though smaller in numbers than at the close 
of last winter, owing principally to the shifting population of the place, 
holds its meetings regularly twice a w·eek, thanks to the energy of 
Mrs. Terrell, on whose shoulders the burden of the work falls. The 
Sunday meeting is conducted in French, the Wednesday meeting, 
open to visitors, is in English for the sake of the large number of 
English and Americans who make Nice their winter resort." 

. . 
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Madame Meuleman and Mrs. Windust also visited Rome and 
speak enthusiastically of their reception there: "We were fort unate 
in that the lecturer for the Monday evening we were in Rome was 
Mrs. Cooper-Oakley, who delivered her lecture in French. The 
prettily arranged and cheerful Lodge room was quite full, an d one 
was struck with the feeling of cordial good-will and comrad eship 
which prevailed among the members as they chatted togeth er in 
groups before the lecture began." 

The following notice announced the visit of our colleague, J. C. 
Chatterji, to Rome : 

" The friends of philosophical studies will be glad to learn that 
a most learned young Brahmin, Roy Chatterji, is about to arri ve in 
Rome, who will give in the Great 'Aula' of th e University (the 
great hall of the Alexandrian Library), thr ee lectures on the In dian 
Philosophy, on Thursday 14th, Friday 15th, and Saturday 16th, from 
10.30 to 1r.30 a.m. Professor Count de Gubernatis, Professor of San
scrit in the University of Rome, will present the Indian orator, who 
will speak in English on the three following subjects : ( 1) The various 
Philosophical Systems of India, (2) The Vedantin .System, (3) Eso teri- • 
cisrn. His words will be translated by an interpreter into Italian ." 

We hear from our correspondent in Rome that the students 
cheered the lecturer to the echo and displayed immense enthusi asm. 

Our Amsterdam correspondent reports: The public lectures dur
ing the past two months have been by Mr. Pieters in Amsterdam a nd 
Rotterdam, Mme.Perk-Joosten in Arnhem, Mr. van Man en in Ams ter
dam, and Mr. Fricke in Bussum (for the first time) and the Hagu e. 

From the Dutch Indies we receive reports indicating an incre ased 
activity in that far-off country. The number of our members over 
there has increased of late and a few of them in Batavia are tr ying 
to organise into a central Dutch-Indi an Lo dge unti l more local 
Lodges can be formed. This would be a great advantage for the 
spreading of our ideas in the Dutch Indies, where the great dista nces 
which separate the members, and the fact that most of them hav e to 
change their place of habitation very often, are two great obstacles 
to an organised and regular work of propaganda. 

THE Fourth Annual Convention of this Section was to be held in 
Dunedin on January rst and 2nd, 1900. The Dunedin members were 

hospitably making arrangements for the recep ti on 
New Zealand of the delegates and everything points to anot her 

harmonious and useful meeting. 
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Dr. Marques, the capable and kindly Australian General Sec
retary, reached Auckland on October 25th, on his way from Honolulu 
to Sydney, and spent a very plea sant day with the members there. 
Dr. Marques att ends the Convention at Adyar this year, and has 
been appointed to represent the New Zealand Section on that 
occasion. 

Mr. S. Stuart lectured recently in Auckland on "Etheric 
Waves," more especially in connection with ~odern scientific dis
coveries, such as the Marconi telegraph, Crookes' radiometer, the 
Rontgen rays, etc. There was a large audience and the lecture was 
very well reported in the press. 

Mrs. Draffin continues her Auckland suburban lectures with 
success; the formation of groups of students in the various suburbs is 
confidently looked for. 

In Wellington Mrs. Richmond lec;tured during the month on" Th e 
Meaning of Death," and in Dunedin Mr. A. M. Maurais, one of 
the oldest and most indefatigable workers in New Zealand, gave two 
lectures in Port Chalmers on " The Heathen Gods " and " The 
Religion of the Future." A good deal of newspaper correspondence 
followeq. 

FROM the American Section we learn that in January Mrs. Davies 
will begin an extended journey on the Pacific coast and elsewhere. 

REVIEWS . AND NOTICES 

BETWIXT Two 

Purification. By M. Reepmaker. (Paris: Tresse and Stock; 1896. 
Price 3 frs. 50.) 

Calvaire. By M. Reepmaker. (Paris : P.-V. Stock; 1897. Price 
3 frs. 50.) 

La Peine du Dam. By M. Reepmaker. (Paris: P.-V. Stock; 1899. 
Price 3/rs. 50.) 

IT is impossible not to recognise in these three novels the work of a 
man who has seriously set himself to discover some solution for the 
problems of life, and no student of Theosophy can fail to be interested 
in observing how closely in many respects the author's conclusions 
approximate to the Theosophical point of view. The simple story-
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hunter, too , who care s for non e of t hese t heorie s, will find mu ch to 
content him. The author' s styl e, though in some places some what 
over-el aborated and in others a little abrupt , is, on the whole, easy 
and vigorous . Some of his bac kground s (notably the description of 
the dawn which breaks upon the heroine's murder of her lover in P uri
fi cation and the moonlight scene in L a Peine dit Dam-very effective 
bits of word-painting) are delicately and deliciously touched in, and 
our writer shows in one or two of his tra gic episodes that he does not 
lack force-sometimes even a certain ferocity. But these book s are 
a striking proof of the difficulty of the task set himself by the thi nker 
who chooses fiction as a means of putting forth his opinions, by the 
artist who uses his art only as a mountin g-block for his the ories. 
Through all three novels the artist is at war with the the orist. 
Worthy of consideration as are the author's hypotheses, their intro
duction dislocates the story ; well-contri ved as is his mise-en-sce11e, it 
obscures th e exposition of his views . As a contributor to et hical 
thought , Mynheer Reepmaker may do good ser vice to some wh o ar e 
seeking a guide through the labyrinth of life ; as a writer of fiction he 
may alleviate some of its wearier hours . But to double the par ts of 
sage and story-teller in one scene is feat for nothing less than gen ius ; 
perhaps it is beyond genius itself. 

L.L. 

lYIYTH OLOGJCAL PH YSICS 

Th e Gods of Old and the Story they tell. By Rev. James A. Fit z 
Simon and Vincent A. Fit z Simon, M.D . (London: T. 
Fisher Unwin ; 1899. Price ros. 6d.) 

Thi s is a disappointing book ; it is doubly disappoin t ing because the 
main idea is a correct one. Th e conten tion of the auth or is that the 
Gods of mytholo gy and their story give a truly scientific represen tat ion 
of cosmi c and mundane process es; this is, we believe, perfectly t rue, 
but the method s empl oyed by Messrs. Fitz Simon to substan tiate 
this thesi s can not possibly commend th emsel ves to scientific stud ents 
of mythology. The author s invite to their aid, as their most pot ent 
ally, a fantastic philology that would bring a blush to the face of the 
hardiest word-play monger of antiquity . "Fantastic" is a mild 
adjecti ve to employ in such a connection ; one feels oneself dri fting 
in a Cloud- cuckoo Land of such bizarre etymologies that one is fain to 
pinch himself to be persuaded that he is still awake. 

Moreo ver the use of the myths is of the most unc ritical. Hesiod, 
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Virgil, Ovid and Horace are quoted as reli ab le mythologists, instead 
of their statements being first of all subjected to a rigid analysis, and 
their poetic imagining s sifted out from the sub strat um of genuine 
myth on which they are su perimpo sed . In attempting an interpreta
tion of mytholog y, the most salutary recipe should be headed with 
the wise advice "First catch your myth." An author who starts to 
explain the basic myths of Greek tradition and thinks to find them 
in their pure forms in Hesiod and the re st, simply throws to the 
winds the historic factor. All the" most ancient theologists" of Greece 
based themselves on the Orphic tradition, but of this we hear no 
word from the first to the last of the 456 pages offered for our 
perusal. 

Again, the physi cal interpre t ation of myths-the reincarnation of 
the Stoic theory-is but one view, very important, it is true, but 
entirely leaving out of account the living side of things-the" Gods" 
prope r. We hope the new century will see the end of these one 
sided views. The solar myth theory, the physical phenomena inter
pretation, the dawn theory, the "vegetation god" scheme, etc. , et c., 
all repr esent views which have a gr ain or several grai ns of truth in 
them, but each neglect s th e main mass of precious metal. 

On the other hand, the attempt to trace the fortunes of the nebula 
of our system in its history of concretion is not unsuccessful, and 
it is because of this that one feels all the more disappointment with 
the general work of the authors. If we know anything of the general 
attitude of mind with regard to such matters, Messrs. Fitz Simon will 
win favourable notice from neither scholar nor mystic nor scientist. 
Up to the present there seems to have been a nefast fate hanging 
over all such efforts to pierce the archaic veil of true mythology, and 
this because, almost without exception, the innumerable legendary 
variants have been taken as equally authentic with the true traditions, 
and the true traditions have never been referred to the type . The tradi
tions are the phrasin gs suit ab le to the vari ous world epochs and races, 
and the legendary variants are the ignorant alteration of the myths 
to suit the vanity of nations, or even of individuals, or merely feats of 
the imagination. Real myth-making was a science, but now-a-days 
it requires very deep delving before even the most fragmentary rem
nants of' this science are really apparent ; but when we do disinter 
a genuine mythical fossil we can hardly doubt that the science was 
"divine." 

G. R. S. M. 
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THE REMAINS OF EGYPT'S WISDO M 

I. Egyptian Religion : Egyptian Id eas of the Future Life. 

II. Egyptian Magic. 
By E. A. Wallis Budge, M.A., Litt. D., D. Lit. (London: 
Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner and Co. ; 1899. Price 3s. 6d. 
each.) 

OF the many signs of the times which crowd the last skies 
of the nineteenth century, one of the most noticeable is the 
growing popular interest in thin gs Egyptian and Chald a!an. Messrs. 
Kegan Paul are to be congratulated on their enterprise in pub
lishing a new popular series of "Books on Egypt and Chald a!a," 
and that they have formed no false estimate of the interest of 
the general public is evidenced by the fact that the first edit ion 
of Vols. I. and II. ran out of print before a review copy had 
been issued. And if the publishers are to be congratulated, still 
greater credit is due to the author. Dr. Budge has placed the re
sults of his ripe scholarship at the disposal of the general reader in so 
simple and easy a form that many will fail to appreciate the long 
years of labour which have formed the preliminary discipline to bis 
lucid summary. But what is most remark able is the deep sympathy 
which Dr . Budge displays for all that was best in ancient Egypt, and 
his freedom from the usual prejudices of a religionist who, instead of 
studying the faith of a past civilisation on its own ground, persists in 
holding a brief for his own present faith as though the past had en
tered into active controversy with him on points which he regards as 
his own private patents. 

Of course Dr. Budge does not go so far as the postulates of 
students of occultism, and we should not agree with him entirely when 
he asserts that the soul -state "must belong always to the region of 
faith" ; nor is our learned Egyptologist inclined to give any validity of 
existence to the " Gods" in the sense in which the occultist recognises 
them; but in other respects our author treats his subject in a most -
masterly way, and brings out point after point for which Theosophical 
students ha ve striven, though without the authority of his technical 
knowledge . 

Never, says Dr. Budge, do we find Egypt without the sublimest 
ideas of God and the Lo gos, of immortality and the resurrection, of 
the man-god and union with God. And with regard to antiquity, we 
may just as well speak of 12,000 as of 8,000 years. In fact, as Dr. 
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Budge somewhat mischievously sums it up, no country was better 
disposed for the reception of Christianity than Egypt. 

. There were, however, two sides to the religion, as there are in 
every faith; and the archaic soil, formed of the pre-historic detritus of 
many ancient customs, rites and superstitions faithfully preserved by 
the hereditary power of Egyptian conservatism, has to be sharply 
separated from the higher beliefs and convictions planted in it by a 
comparatively less archaic civilisation. It is this extraordinary 
medley of archaic ruins-beliefs, methods, rites, practices, and rule-of. 
thumb procedures-pertaining to "civilisations" with which we fifth 
race peoples are now almost entirely out of touch-which is the great 
puzzle to all students of ancient Egypt, and into thts division enter 
all ideas of "magic" as ordinarily understood, be that ma gic 
"white" or" black." Dr. Budg e, however, does very well with so 
difficult a subject, and gives one a very good idea of the general state 
of affairs; in fact he does as well as can be expected of anyone who 
has had no practical experience of his subject. But there's the rub ; 
our Egyptologists don't know any magic and our magicians don't 
know any Egyptology ! 

As the books before us are popular, perhaps the most popular 
question that will be asked is what has Dr. Budge to say as to the 
raison d'etre of mummification . Our learned author for his part com
mits himself to no opinion. In thinking over the whole subject, 
however, once more, I am very much inclined to find an explanation 
as much in a low as in a high reason. The persistent popular idea of 
the Egyptians was that they should make every effort to secure 
themselves a good time in the after-death state. Whatever sublime 
ideas the priests and initiates had as to that state, the people thought 
of it as a " summer-land," a sort of "happy hunting-ground" 
adapted to the ideals of agricultural Egypt, where "cakes and ale" 
were plentiful. Everything that fourth race magic had to teach 
about influencing the dead by means of talismans, mantras, and so 
forth, was brought into service for this purpose, and elaborate means 
were taken whereby the phy~ical body should be preserved in order 
that it might give the "ka" a pied-a-terre, a means whereby it could 
enjoy the offerings, etc., made in the ka-temple or tomb, by the piety 
of relatives. If food and drink were continually offered, and the 
proper invocations made to put them en rapport with the ka, the " de
ceased " would presumably be better off in kama-loka than if no 
attention were paid to him. If no attention were paid to him, he 
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certainly would be sta rved out ; for he would desire and yet haYe no 
means of satisfying hi s desir e becau se of his loss of any m,pport with 
the phy sical. Thi s would account for the careful preser vation of the 
whole body from the poin t of view of vulgar desirabili ty, bn t it still 
leaves the real 1•a.ison d'efre of mummification unan swer ed. 

Vols. III. and IV. (which should be now before the publi c) will 
deal respectively with the E gyptian Language and the Babylonian 
Religion, the former by Dr. Bud ge and the latter by Mr. L. W. 
King, one of the Assistant s in the E gyptian and Assyrian Depart
ment of the British Museum. The price (3s. 6d.) of these volumes is 
well within the most modest means, and if they are as good as 
Vols. I. and II. no better introduction s exist for the beginner. W e 
cordially recommend this series to the careful stud y of tho se of our 
readers whose memory can car ry them back to the palmy day s of th e 
most sacred nations of antiquity-as they considered themselves
Egypt and Chalda!a. 

G. R. S. M. 

SOME HIGHER PROBLEM S IN T HE DOCTRI NE OF KARM A 

Transactions of the London Lodge, No. 34 (Nov., 1899): Kar ma. 
By A. P. Sinnett. (London : The Theosophical Publish ing 
Society. Price 1s.) 

IT is frequently stated that though there are innumerable subjects 
in the Theosophical programme of such an abstruse nature that even 
the keenest brain would be severely tasked to grasp their appro xi
mate outlines, nevertheless the leading doctrines are so simple that 
even a child can easily comprehend them. This especially applies to 
such fundamental conceptions as the tenets of karma and reincarna 
tion. There is of course much that is tru e in this statement ; it is 
true of all the leading dogmas of universal Theosophy-but only up 
to a certain point. Beyond that point-beyond the point where we 
are no longer satisfied with a child-comprehension of them-the sim
plest doctrines become so entangled in the world-web that we despair 
of ever understanding the one without fully comprehending the other. 
And this is the case beyond all others with the stupendous doctri ne 
of karma. It is so clear, so illuminating, so satisfactory, when we 
first hear it formulated, that as a rule it is many a year before dis
content with our earlier views spurs us on to a wider conception of 
the law and its workings. 
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Mr. Sinnett's interesting paper will do good in rousing his 
readers to grap-ple with a number of problems which many of them 
will have hardly yet formulated for themselves. Mr. Sinnett in
veighs against the " mechanical th eory" of karma , and pleads for 
the use of the term " accident " as being in a certain sense not ille
gitimate; he of course in this confin es his speculations to the area 
of a single system, an d will not be sati sfied by the metaphysical 
device of flingi ng the problem into the bosom of the Absolute-there 
to be absorbed in verb iage. 

Our Vice-Pr esident thu s manages to produ ce a sugges tive essay 
on a subj ect which some of our readers, jud ging simply by the title, 
ma y think a som ewhat thr eadb are one; but which in reality is a 
perenn ial th eme of ever-fr esh interest to every deeper stu dent of 
Th eosoph y. 

G. R. S. M. 

TH E SINC E REST FOR M OF FL ATT E RY 

A Sh ort View of Great Qu est ions. By Orl ando J. Smith . (New 
York: T he Brand ur Company; 1899.) 

IT is possib le that this prief but c.:losely compa cted and valua ble work 
may prove, in certain circles, a more effective plea for th e doctrin es 
of karma and reincarnation by the very fact that the word ka rma is 
nowhere introduced, and that the author makes no reference to the 
work of our Society or the wri tings ofour authors. N ot unfre qu ently 
we meet wit h persons who -tre strongly prejudiced against anythi ng 
whic h bears the name of the Theosophical Society or reca lls the 
memory of its founder, but who are by no means so hopelessly set 
against the truth of rein carnation. For these it may often be ad
va ntageous to have the case for it pu t, as in th e sma ll volum e before 
us, on the simple ground of reason, apa rt from all refere nce to current 
even ts and from antiquarian researches, which, however interest ing 
to our own students, are not attractive to the general public. 

Our complaint of Mr. Smi!h is solely that he has not taken 
enough fro m us. Surely he must himse lf feel how melancholy a con
clusion, how complete a giving · himself away to his theol ogica l 
enemies is his statement (on p. 62): 

"Ev olution is no more the law of the U niverse than Devolution . 
Progress pr evails no more than retrogression, action no more than re
action, The ebb and flow of the tide ar e equal. The Universe as a 
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whole is probably no better and no worse than it was a million of 
years ago, and will be neither bette:r nor worse a million years hence." 

If this be so-if all our exertions result only in the mere flapping 
up and down of the pigmy waves in a pond-can any fatalism of 
materialist or theolo gian be so utterly comfortless ? Stran ge that 
the keen American intellect should yet be too shallow to grasp the 
truth our heavier-hearted thinkers of the old world have to hold to 
for their lives-the truth formulated in our Idyll of the White L ottts : 

" The soul of man is imm ortal, and its fid1we is the fidzwe of a thing 

whose growth and splendour has no limit." Unless a new gospel has that 

to te ach, it is vain ; bett er were it to be " a Pagan, suckled in a creed 
outworn." To such an idea of the universe as our author here give s 
us, reincarnation only adds a new horror : that we are bound to its 
wheel, and no way left us of breaking from our chain-not in all 
eternity. VVe have only to add to this F. Nietzsche's grotesque but 
awful dream that in tliis endless round we must repeat our lives, 
action for action, and word for word, to attain the climax-a dept h 
beneath the lowest Inferno of Dante 's vision; like him let us not 
speak of it-" ma guarda e passa I " 

A.A.W. 

MAGAZINES AND PAMPHLETS 

CoLONEL OLCOTT refers in the November Theosophist to an old 
favourite of his, the "Barisal guns," sound s heard at Barisal resem
bling the reports of guns, and for which a satisfactory explana t ion 
has not yet been found. The Colonel favours an occult one for the 
reason th at the other suggestions do not appear to meet the case . 
Such phenomena, ho wever, are not exclusively attached to this place, 
but have been heard in various parts of the world, and in some 
cases at least appear to be connected with atmospheric conditions. 
The meetings with Tibetans af!d the remarks relating to T ibet 
form an interestin g portion of the present chapter. Perhaps the most 
entertaining part is an account of a theatrical performance in honour 
of the Colonel's visit, which was represented as the fulfilment of ancient 
prophecy. H. M. Voltec follows with a paper on the astral light, dealing 
chiefly with facts in physical science which he regards as analo gies 
to some psychic phenomena. The article on food, written from a 
Hindu standpoint, is brought to a conclusion. Some curious note s on 
the alleied marvellous virtues of certain Indian plants are given in a. 
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very brief paper by K. Perrajie. The properties have every appear
ance of being highly fabulous, but as tradition, no doubt of some an
tiquity, are interesting. Several other articles are included in the 
number, among them a careful historical investigation into the life and 
period of King Asoka. 

The Prashnottara for November proceeds with Mrs. Besant's con
versations on the evolution of man, the effect of sensations on the 
growth of the ego forming the present subject. The sixth conversa
tion, begun in this number, deals more especially with the manner in 
which sensations reach the consciousness of the ego in the earliest 
stages of its existence. The lengthy answer to the question on 
the Hindu views of marriage is brought to a conclusion. 

The :Buddhist, a copy of which has not been received for some time, 
arrives from Colombo, but is somewhat behindhand, as the number is,for 
the two months July and August, 1899. Thejourpal appears to have 
been considerably enlarged and shows great improvement in every 
respect upon its old style. A number of original articles on 
Buddhist subjects and a translation of the Vasettha Sutta form the 
main part of the reading matter, but there appears to be an unne
cessary amount of criticism of Christianity, though no doubt the feel
ing of resentment shown is a natural one in a country so much 
delivered over to missionary enterprise. 

The Arya Bala Bodhini for November is filled with a large num
ber of very short papers and notes and a report of the first 
anniv ersary meeting of the Central Hindu College. The papers are 
for the most part reproduced from other sources and are of course 
generally of an ethical nature, but one or two of them would bear a 
little judicious emendation, such as the list of "A Hindu's Duties," 
which includes some very trivial matters. 

We have also to acknowledge the receipt from India of The 
Joiwnal of the Maha Bodhi Society. 

The Vahan for December includes some correspondence on the 
interesting question as to the date of the birth and death of Jesus, 
which have been placed . in some Theosophical writings about a 
century earlier than the generally accepted period. A Dutch corres
pondent points to passages in Eusebius which appear to afford good 
evidence for the later date. G. R. S. M. discusses the passages 
cited and argues that the exact interpretation is somewhat specula
tive. C. W. L. opens the "Enquirer" with an answer on clair
voyant visions of past events 1 with special reference to a Christian 
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v1s10nary. Three answers are devoted to a question on calamities or 
misfortunes predicted by such means as astrology, palmistry and 
the like, and the possibility of "interfering with karma" so pre 
dicted. \i\Thatever replies may be give n in such matters there is not 
much doubt that everyone will go on in the time-honoured way of 
trying to avoid anyth ing they do not like, quite irrespective of" inter
ference" with karma. C. \V. L. supplies, besides the first answer, 
three short ones on the astral body, the three guQ.as and the after 
death state of an individualised animal soul. 

The translations of Mrs. Besant's Re incamation, Tlze Lunar Pit-ris, 
and " Incidents in the Life of Count St. Germain, " are continued in 
L a Revue Theosophique, as is also Dr . Pascal's origin al article on 
"Faith, Doubt and Certainty. " The latter, after dealing with the 
subject of" Certainty," begins its second sect ion with " Religions." 
M. Guymiot follows with a short ethical paper on " The Dweller in 
the Heart." 

Th eosopltia begins translations of" A Land of Mystery" by Mme. 
Blavatsky, from some old numbers of Tlt e Tlteosophist , and Mr. Lead
beater's "Our Relation to Children" from this REVIEW. A st ory is 
also reproduced from its pages, while the origin al matter includes a 
paper on Theosophy and Religion, read before th e Amster_gam Lodge. 

Teosofisk Tidskrift for November, togeth er with some cont inued 
translation s, contains the article on " The Christian Ideal" which 
appeared some time ago in our pages . The opening article is on re
incarnation in Scandinavian literature. Unfortunately ou r ignorance 
of the language prevents any proper no tice of what should be an 
interesting contribution. 

The whole of the October issue of Philadelp hia is composed of 
translated matter, including an article on mediumship by Dr. Carl du 
Prel, of whom there is a short obituary notice at the end of tb e 
number. Mr. Chatterji, Dr. Marques and Madame Bla vat sky fill the 
remaining space, with the exception of that occupied by an editoria l 
notice of a new Mexican magazine dealing with matters occult. 

We have also to acknowledge the receipt of The Li terary Guide; 
Ligltt; Modem Ast rology, in which the editor shows a not unnatural 
satisfaction at the correctness of a prediction, published in the Jan uary 
number of 1899, of war in Afric a ; M i1td; L'Echo de l'Att-deladd'lci. ba-S, 
which treats extensively of things Theosophi cal; Star of the lvlagi, a 
feeble produc tion of an " occult" nature ; Theosophischer Wegweiser; 
The Lamp. 
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to the chapter on the Law of Sacriiice 
- a law which, the author argues, was 
the idea underlying all the religions 
that man has evolved. The inevitable 
deterioration, however, of this idea 
may account for many of the grotesque 
characteristics of these religions, though 
the idea, in its origin, is, as the author 
endeavours to show, one of unsurpassed 
sublimity. 
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